
1 The Maîtrise

chantez, anges: c’est le miex Que je cy vois . . .1

The first approach of a choirboy to the church which was to occupy his
entire pre-adult life must have been a bleak experience. Aged eight or
younger, he would be constrained by parental agreement to serve the
chapter typically for as long as it wished to retain him; infringements could
be punishable by a fine. Whatever fulfilment awaited him, the young
recruit would be saying farewell to the familiarities of home life, exchan-
ging the succour of parents for the – often harsh – discipline of an
unknown master. Even before admission the would-be young servant of
the church typically faced daunting musical tests in front of the full
gathering of the chapter whose agreement of sufficiency would normally
be a precondition of his admission.2

While the archives lack a set of regulations for the choir school, stipula-
tions surviving from elsewhere give a general impression of the life on
which the incipient choirboy could expect to embark.3 These indicate that,

1 From an anonymous fourteenth-century play, Un Miracle de nostre-dame, in Louis-Jean-Nicolas
Desrochais Monmerqué and Francisque Michel (eds.), Théâtre français au moyen âge (Paris:
Firmin Didot, 1842), 363. Parts of this and the next chapter were published in Andrew Kirkman,
‘The Seeds of Medieval Music: Choirboys and Musical Training in a Late-Medieval Maîtrise’, in
Susan Boynton and Eric Rice (eds.), Young Singers, 650–1700 (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2008),
104–22.

2 For general details concerning choirboy admission see Otto Frederick Becker, ‘The Maîtrise in
Northern France and Burgundy during the Fifteenth Century’, unpublished PhD dissertation,
George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, TN (1967), 138–44.

3 The oldest, dating from around 1350, is that of the Sainte-Chapelle of Paris; see the edition in
Michel Brenet, Les musiciens de la Sainte-Chapelle du Palais (Paris: Picard, 1910), 15–20. Jean
Gerson’s famous Doctrina pro pueris et iuventibus chori ecclesiae Parisiensis for the boys of
Notre-Dame of Paris dates from 1411; see the translation in Craig Wright, Music and Ceremony
at Notre Dame of Paris, 500–1500 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 166–9. The
regulations of Reims dating from 1533 still show an indebtedness to the widely promulgated
rules of Gerson. The complete text is transcribed in Patrick Demouy, Michel Dricot and Janine
Grassin, La maîtrise de la cathédrale de Reims, des origines à nos jours (Reims: Cathédrale de
Reims, 1996), 21–6. See also the discussion in Patrick Demouy, ‘Les pueri chori de Notre-Dame
de Reims: Contribution à l’histoire des clergeons au Moyen Age’, in Actes des congrès de la Société
des historiens médiévistes de l’enseignement supérieur public. 22e congrès, Amiens, 1991: Clercs22
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as at St Omer, such schools typically had two masters: one in music and the
other in grammar (the latter taken in the larger sense of the teaching of
reading and writing). Following standard practice, the singing duties of the
boys at St Omer would have been focused particularly on Mass and vespers,
and on matins on feasts of double or higher rank, hence on those obser-
vances with the most diverse and sophisticated sung items. The boys were
also expected to fulfil other functions, especially censing, bearing candles
and carrying the cross or ritual books in processions. Beyond the circulat-
ing responsibility of duty boy for the week, though, their presence would
not have been required at the other offices.4

Outside their ritual duties their time was mostly occupied by rehearsal
and lessons, in music (chant and polyphonic singing, both written and
‘discanted’ on the book) and grammar, but with the emphasis on the
former.5 Relaxation would be permitted during a period or two of time-
tabled recreation. While the specifics of choirboy education at St Omer
remain unknown they surely, as elsewhere, involved wholesale memorisa-
tion of the church’s liturgy, including the psalms and Hours of the Virgin,
along with a thorough grounding in musical literacy based on the hex-
achordal system that afforded negotiation of chant and written
polyphony.6

Like most of the city’s career paths, that of choirboy was paved by
patronage and, quite literally, nepotism – while, as elsewhere, access surely
extended from the poor to the bourgeoisie and even the nobility, the only
demonstrable family links lead to nephews of canons.7 Besides a strong
voice and good ear, morality also figured almost invariably in a chapter’s

séculiers au Moyen Age (Paris, 1993), 135–49. For a general discussion of such sets of rules see
Etienne Anheim and David Fiala, ‘Les maîtrises capitulaires et l’art du contrepoint du XIVe au
XVIe siècle’, Analyse Musicale 69 (2012), 13–20. It would appear that such a document did once
exist for the St Omer maîtrise: an item in the (rotulus) fabric account for 1397–8 reads ‘Item for
fastening together a certain book of vigils that the choirboys have torn apart and a certain book
containing the duties of the choirboys’ (‘Item pro ligatione cuiusdem libri vigiliarum quem pueri
chori dilaceraverant et cuiusdem libri continentis officia puerorum chori’). ‘Vigils’ in this case
likely refers to matins responsories and lessons sung by the boys. My thanks to John Harper for
this detail.

4 For the range of practices typically conducted by boys see the late medieval texts transcribed and
translated in The Sarum Customary Online, part of The Experience of Worship in Late Medieval
Cathedral and Parish Church, www.sarumcustomary.org.uk/, accessed 21 June 2019.

5 A record in the fabric account for 1475/6 (f. 23r) clarifies that the boys were taught to sing
directly from chant books: ‘A Jehan du Quesnel escripvent pour avoir reloye et recolle en
plusieurs lieux et escript / ung petit grel ou les enfans de coeur aprendent a canter paie xvi s.’

6 For the example of Notre-Dame of Paris see Wright, Music and Ceremony, 174–80.
7 On the social backgrounds of choirboys see Becker, ‘The Maîtrise’, 136–8.
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stipulations, and parents were typically required to provide proof of legit-
imate birth. As elsewhere, though, rules were made to be broken, and
illegitimacy could doubtless be overlooked in cases, like the famous
examples elsewhere of Guillaume de Malbecque and Guillaume Du Fay,8

of exceptional ability.
Such leeway with otherwise standard preconditions reflects the remark-

able cachet of exceptional choirboy voices. Examples from St Omer that
will be addressed later demonstrate the pinnacle of eminence from which
such talent could be sought. Impressment into royal chapels was wide-
spread, with even kidnapping far from unknown. However hazardous it
may have been for the particular mother church in whose bosom such a
talent had been nurtured, though, for the boy himself such attention could
be hugely advantageous. As examples in the next chapter will illustrate, the
untrammelled power of royal preferment that had permitted his abduction
in the first place would often, following the breaking of his voice, function
reciprocally in securing a chaplaincy for him back in his mother church.

Of course such lofty attentions were driven by more than disinterested
musical patronage: scriptural underpinnings to the special value adhering
to boys’ voices and the burnish they gave to the disciplined choirs of the
great noble households were clearly seen to provide an appropriately grand
sonic reflection of their patrons’ self-image. More generally, the exponen-
tial growth in the importance of the maîtrise, attested by corresponding
documentary expansion in the course of the fifteenth century and beyond,
reflects the growing number and elaboration of the public and – particu-
larly – private devotions to which it made such a powerful contribution. All
that, though, is for the next two chapters. For now my attention shall
remain focused on the boys themselves, and on the material circumstances
of the maîtrise which nurtured them; this will provide a platform from
which to consider the circumstances that led to their increasing cultivation
and importance.

Material Investment

While expansion of the St Omer maîtrise reflects that of its counterparts in
other contemporary major ecclesiastical institutions, the virtual complete-
ness of the most important accounts allows us to trace that growth with

8 On these two cases see for example Alejandro Enrique Planchart, Guillaume Du Fay, 2 vols.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), vol. 1, respectively 211, 28–33.
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unusual precision. Key here are the church’s chapter acts, the executors’
accounts of deceased canons and, especially, the church fabric accounts.

The fabric accounts provide a running commentary on the maintenance
of the boys and of the house in the cloister that they shared with their
master. Prosaic in themselves, they allow us to piece together a detailed,
and sometimes poignant, picture of their daily lives. Payments relate the
making and provision of their clothes, beds and other necessities, while
records of the purchase and repair of their books shed light on their
education and liturgical duties, considerably sharpening the focus provided
by other contemporary sources of information including iconography.

While documentation concerning the founding of the choir school is
apparently lacking, six boys were already stipulated by 1378, the presumed
date of the first surviving fabric account, and that number seems to have
remained more or less stable over the succeeding two centuries.9 If the
number of boys was largely fixed, though, their provisions were anything
but. Increasingly elaborate institutional and privately founded observance
was accompanied by a significant growth in the boys’ prestige, matched by
similar enhancement in their presentation and material conditions.

As with inhabitants of today’s world, the clearest indication of rising
prestige for the master and boys is the growing size and scope of their
house. The fabric account of 1433/4 witnesses payments for masonry and
carpentry for the ‘maison des enfans’, while from August to October
1440 there was major new building work on their accommodation. In
addition to five thousand bricks used on the house of the boys, which
included a kitchen, payments indicate substantial roof-tiling and carpentry
work.10 It may well be that the lavish sums spent on cloth and vestments

9 This document (II. G. 2797) is in a poor state of repair and lacks the opening material which
conventionally carries the date. The latter, drawn from the library’s inventory of the chapter
archives, presumably derives from a cover that has since been lost. Multiples of six still
characterise the listing of choirboy vestments in the church inventory of 1557 (II. G. 2787,
f. 29r; see the transcription in Louis Deschamps de Pas: ‘Inventaire des ornemens, reliquaires,
etc., de l’église collégiale de Saint-Omer en 1557’, Bulletin archéologique du Comité des travaux
historiques et scientifiques 1 (1886), 96).

10 1439/40 (II. G. CF 31), f. 5r: Item a Tassard Mauffait et laultre couvreur de tieulle avoeques i
varlet pour avoir couvert empres le revestiaire et en lostel des enffans et de le carpenterie . . .;
. . . pour les aisemens widier des enffans . . .; . . . au machons [sic] qui firent le vaulte desdits
aisemens . . .; . . . pour iii milliers de briques pour lesdits aisemens et aultres choses pourfitables
pour lostel desdits enffans . . .; . . . a Jaques de Boulogne drapier pour encore ii.m. de briques
pour ledit ostel des enffans de coeur . . . ; . . . aux machons qui paverent le cuisine dudit ostel et
machonnerent une petite paroit [interior wall] de briques contre le despense etc . . .; f. 6r: . . .
pour xxx belnees de savelon [= sable] xxx s tant pour lostel des enffans que pour leglise // pour
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the same year (amounting to £404 19s. 3d.) were part of the same upturn in
provision for the boys.

Whatever the state of the house after this construction work, 1443/4 saw
further building involving wooden flooring and another 1,500 bricks.11

More expenses in 1447/8 on carpentry for the attic of the ‘basses chambres’
of the choirboys and for retiling the roof is difficult to interpret, since
‘lower rooms’ would seem to imply multiple storeys;12 perhaps the future
addition of an upper floor was already anticipated. In 1455/6 Jehan de Le
Stegle was paid ‘pour avoir fait trois fenestres de toille pour le maison des
enfans de coeur’, likely a reference to a contemporary form of canvas
window, insulated with turpentine and stretched over a wooden frame.13

Two pages of construction accounts for their house in the account for
1463/4 demonstrate that, along with the expected masonry, carpentry and
roof work, the boys’ hygienic needs were not neglected,14 while the roof of
the ‘maison du maistre de chant’ received a retiling in 1464/5. Further
expansion of the house is marked out by payments for materials and for
workmen who, in 1468/9, ‘extended the said house by height; on the
carpentry there [they] made a floor, a wall and two windows in the loft
(‘ont Ralongie ledit maison par [le] hault sur le carpenterie y fait ung
plancquier une paroit et deux fenestres ens ou comble’). This clearly
comprised the addition of a new floor, planned to function – as can be
inferred from further records quoted below – as a dormitory.15 The
account of 1469/70 reveals that the master of the boys had his own
chamber, distinct from that of the boys, and that the carpenters were paid
for adding a separate outbuilding to this to provide access from the

lamenage de v.m de briques pour ledit ostel des enffans . . . pour ramener le terre qui fust ostee
dudit ostel a cause des aisemens . . .

11 1443/4, second copy, f. 2r: . . . aisselles pour faire le plancquiet desdis enfans. . .; pour milier et
demi de bricques pour ledit ostel . . . aux machons pour journees . . . commenchans le vie jour de
novembre iiiic xliii et finant le xxiiie jour dudit mois pour ouvrages fais a lostel des enfans . . .
A Tassart Mauffait et son varlet pour avoir couvert sur le maison des enfans par lespace dun
jour . . .

12 F. 14v: under ‘Carpentiers, etc.’: . . . pour le fachon du comble des basses chambres des enfans de
coeur; f. 15v: under ‘Aultrez mises pour couvreux de tieulez’ . . . tant pour couvrir le librarie /
basses chambres des enfans de coeur / comme aultres pluiseurs [sic] lieux . . .

13 My thanks to Ludovic Nys for this information.
14 1463/4, 48v: Pour ung bac [vessel] de dure pierre assis empres les aisemens a pissier . . . viii

sc; . . . pour ung bac de dure pierre assis en le maison pour laver les mains . . . viii sc
15 1468/9, f. 50r. The concomitant question concerns what arrangements had pertained hitherto,

and the reasons for their change. It seems reasonable to surmise that before this time the boys
were accommodated with the canons, but that a need was felt for a collective living
arrangement, presumably to ensure a common regimen of work, study and pastoral care.
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hallway.16 Renewal work on the same outbuilding in 1494/5 indicates that
it extended to the ‘court de le fabrique’, the presumed location, therefore, of
the master’s lodgings.17

The accounts afford a clear sense of the boys’ sleeping arrangements:
numerous entries that speak of their three beds and regular costs for
fashioning three pairs of sheets reveal that, as elsewhere, they were billeted
two to a bed. From time to time, as in the account of 1495/6, new beds had
to be made, and the production that year of an extra bed besides the usual
three reveals that provision was in place for the extra boy or two who from
time to time (as we shall see) joined the regular cohort of six.18

The same cluster of records offers some rare insight into the layout of
the boys’ sleeping quarters, and hence a little more potential detail on their
pattern of life. Besides the making of new beds, the carpenters were that
year paid for ‘remaking the chests of the said children, placed in front of
their beds’, for fashioning a construction of some kind ‘to store their
vestments and clothes’ and ‘for making an enclosure [perhaps a space
separated off in case one of them fell sick] for the bed beneath the stairs
to the attic’. Most intriguingly, they were instructed to provide ‘two planks
a foot wide and eight–nine feet long on which to place the boys’ books
above their beds’.19 Occupied as they frequently were from darkness to

16 1469/70, f. 14a, r: ‘Aux carpentiers pour avoir aisselle et planquie le chambre du maistre / et
aussi fait ung petit hangart pour aler de le sallette en bas au retrait ou ils ont vacque par certains
jours dont ils ont eu comme il appert par cedule xliii s ii d.’Materials listed for the job include a
cart of bricks, along with tiles and materials in oak and ‘white wood’.

17 1494/5, 32: ‘Item a ung homme qui a placquie le hangart fait de nouvel entre le maison des
enffans et le court de le fabrique / latte et fait son mortier ou il a vacquie vii jours chaqun jour iii
sont xxi s.’ Alison Adams points out to me that ‘court de le fabrique’ likely refers to a yard, or
workspace, for stonemasons and possibly also carpenters.
32’: Item a Jehan de Le Venne pour avoir solle [pavé?] le hangart fait entre le fabricque et le
maison des enffans du cant xii s

18 See 1495/6, f. 29r: Item A Gilles du Lunechon pour xx crouttes [rough planks of wood drawn
from a tree trunk] de quesne employes a faire les iii lits des enffans de coeur le lit du maistre et
ung aultre en le chambre desdits enffans lesquelz sont mobilles et cordes par dessouls chacune
croutte achettee xv d sont xxv s

19 Item pour iii aisselles de ii pies de large et secques pour refaire les coffres desdits enffans estans
devant leurs lits a ii s chacune aisselle valent vi s
Item deux autres aisselles dung piet de large et de viii a ix pies de long pour mettre leurs livres
desseure leurs lits et deux aisselles tennenes pour tout iii s vi d
Item iii quartiers de quesne soye a quarrure de viii pies de long pour faire les montans des
cornes [bedposts] de leurs lits et vi lambourdes [long pieces of wood] de quesne pour les travers
[crosspieces] pour tout x s
Item audit pour vi aisselles de blancq boys pour faire une taile [presumably an (unspecified)
wooden structure of some kind] pour mettre leurs robes et habits[.] Et aussy pour faire une
clotture au lit dessoubs le montee du grenier a xii d pieche sont vi s
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dusk by worship and collective study, one might imagine the boys had little
time (or daylight) for private reading; yet the payments in some years’
accounts for the making and binding of ‘six petis livres’ clearly suggest
provision of individual volumes, perhaps of works for private devotion or
study.20

Greater clarity on the layout of the boys’ lodgings comes from the series
of mid-sixteenth-century inventories of the contents of houses in the
cloister.21 At least part of the function of the lower floor by that date is
revealed by the subheading ‘in the lower room, otherwise known as the
chapel’ (‘En la chambre bas alias la chapelle’). A kitchen stocked with a
typical range of kitchenware and utensils, often in the telltale number of
six, also housed a bed for ‘the servant girl’ (‘la meschine’), clearly a live-in
matron.22 An adjoining space for baking bread included the necessary
equipment. The accoutrements of the master’s room – a little table and
two stalls, plus a large slate – suggest use for teaching as well as sleeping.23

The presence in the boys’ bedroom of eight beds and couches not only
reveals provision for two more young singers than had hitherto been the
norm, but the greater luxury of separate sleeping arrangements. The
presence of 'an iron trolley to heat the children' (presumably some kind
of brazier on wheels) shows similar concern for their comfort.24 On the
other hand, the ‘little bell to wake the boys’ serves to remind us that their
slumbers, however comfortable, may not always have concluded voluntar-
ily.25 The presence, in the room for baking, of ‘a bedframe of planks in case
of any illness’ would seem to support the above supposition concerning the
purpose of the bed beneath the stairs to the attic.26

While the fundamentals of shelter came from wood, bricks and mortar,
the rising status of the boys is most vividly revealed in the extent and
expense of their annual provisions. The early ledgers from the late four-
teenth and early fifteenth centuries, where expenses for the boys are buried
among the ‘despenses extraordinaires’, suggest an ad hoc approach to their

20 E.g. 1512/13, f. 27r. It must be acknowledged that since the number is not invariably six there
may be some other explanation for such records; see 1509/10, 25v: Primes a Micquelot Le Cras
pour avoir relyet les petis livres que sont en nombre ix payet pour chacun iiii sc sont xxxvi s

21 I shall refer to the account of 1559, II. G. 599, ff. 9r–10r; the available accounts are strikingly
consistent across available years.

22 Une couche lict traversain et couvertoir rouge pour la meschine (f. 9v)
23 Une petite table et deux hetaulx . . . Une grande ardoyse (f. 9v)
24 Ung chariot de fer pour chauffer les enffans (f. 9r)
25 En le chambre des enfans / Huict petites couches / huict licts / huict traversains . . . Une

clochette pour renveillier les enffans (f. 9v)
26 Ung calict faict daisselles pour quelques mallade (f. 9v)
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maintenance. In ?1378, for example, they each received a new tunic and
linen girdle, while cloth was purchased in 1407/8 to make six amices and
six albs. The absence of noted provision for the boys in the intervening
records suggests a hand-me-down approach or, perhaps, provision by their
families. Maybe, as at Rouen,27 parents were obliged, on first delivering
their child to the maîtrise, to supply a required list of clothing, and
conceivably to replenish it as and when it wore out. Certainly parental
cash injection was not unknown, as when, from 1458 to 1461, limited
revenue to the church fabric account led to parents being obliged to
support the maintenance of their children to the tune of half its cost.
Scattered comments in the chapter acts likewise suggest at least a periodic
expectation of parental contribution, seemingly a yearly payment of a livre
to the master of the boys. When in 1494 the father of a certain ‘little
Judocus’, choirboy, was accidentally burned (‘accidentaliter combustus’),
rendering him unable to pay his dues for three years, the chapter waived
them provided that the father could pay for his son’s other necessaries.28

Similarly, when the premature death in 1495 of the mother of the choirboy
Clay Lamps left him with meagre means, the chapter agreed to pay his
yearly dues of a livre to the master, provided the boy’s father and legal
representative would not reduce the twenty livres due to be paid to the
chapter on the death of the said mother.29

It is at least possible that there was some fluctuation in numbers during
the early period: the provision of ‘le lit des enfans du choer’ in 1409/10 may
suggest that the two boys who, with two chaplains, guarded the relic of the
head of St Omer on the day of ‘Saint Omer en fleurs’ that year were the
only ones enrolled at the time. More likely, though, the boys were at this
early stage accommodated in more piecemeal fashion in the houses of

27 See Becker, ‘The Maîtrise’, 161, quoting Adolphe Bourdon and Armand Collette, Histoire de la
maîtrise de Rouen (Rouen, 1892; repr. Geneva, 1972), 89–90.

28 . . . domini concesserunt parvo Judoco puero chori ad supplicationem sui patris qui nuper fuit
accidentaliter combustus veritus quod non solvet librum grossorum suo magistro spacio trium
annorum proviso quod aliis necessariis ipsum Judocum pater intertenebit (II. G. 355, f. 104r,
entry of 20 August, 1494)

29 Ledit jour Jehan Lamps et Marc Choquel pere et advoez de Clay Lamps enffant de coeur de
leglise de cheens[.] A cause de la formorture [succession falling on someone by death of
another] de sa mere et quil a peu de biens messieurs ont accorde de supporter lesdits Jehan et
Marc dune livre de quel quils paioyent au maistre de chant pour ses despens pourveu quils ne
diminuront point ce qui luy appartient montant a xx libz de la formorture de sadit mere[.] Ce
quils ont proumis faire et riens diminuer de ladite somme en bonne foy en la main de
monseigneur le doyen et de moy Marant Danvet notaire presens Maistre Philippe de Mussen et
Baudin des Gruselliers tesmoing / Sur paine de payer a sondit maistre le livre dessusdit[.]
(II. G. 355, f. 109r, entry of 16 February 1495)
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members of the adult clergy. But by 1431 there were clearly sufficient
bodies to justify six new albs for the boys, and demand enough also to
repair the old ones, while in subsequent years payments for vestments for
the boys and the rest of the clergy accelerate substantially.

The most tangible shift came when, in the late 1450s, the expense and
bulk of annual provision for the boys had expanded to the point of
meriting a separate section of the accounts. Yet the first truly dedicated
account, that of 1462/3, covering half a page and with expenditure totalling
£8 9s. 3d., pales beside that for, say, 1516/17, whose three and a half densely
packed pages outline costs weighing in at no less than £72 11s. 6d., mostly
for material and clothing.30 To follow the accounts from the second half of
the fifteenth century and into the sixteenth is to trace a remarkable upward
trajectory in money spent on ever-plusher garments and other provisions
as the boys’ ritual and singing duties became increasingly varied and, as a
consequence, more remunerative. A vivid illustration can be made by
juxtaposing two accounts, a little more than forty years apart, for the
making of garments. In the account of 1472/3 the maîtrise’s long-standing
seamstress Kateline (or ‘Katerine’) Jullers is paid eighteen sous ‘for the
making of six albs and six amices for the children made from the old linen
(presumably curtains) of the said organs’. Set against this hand-me-down
approach, payments in the accounts of 1515/16 look like the height of
extravagance: here expenses on materials and garments in lambs’ wool
alone total almost five livres.31

Occasional entries in the chapter acts suggest that such developments
may have been responses to official policy. For example, on 24 February
1486, the chapter decreed that, from that point on, each year on the Feast
of St Bavo advantage should be taken of the markets being held to buy cloth
in order that the master and boys could be provided with vestments the
following Easter.32 Certainly the purchase of cloth rose to prodigious levels,
as, in consequence, did bills for tailoring. By the early sixteenth century,
provision of new hose and shoes (double-soled) was a thrice-yearly occur-
rence, at Christmas, Easter and the Assumption (15 August); purchase of
twenty or more lamb fleeces for lining garments (presumably to shield

30 The total sum of £180 12s. 6d. for the latter account includes salaries of the two (successive)
masters of the boys; in earlier documents such salaries appear elsewhere in the ledger.

31 1472/3, f. 9v and 1515/16, f. 30v.
32 Eadem die concluserunt domini quod deinceps de anno in annum in festo Bavonis propter

concursum mercatorum ad molendinas venientium emerentur panni de quibus vestiri debebunt
pueri chori cum eorum magistro in pasca subsequente ut commodosius eisdem provideatur[.]
(II. G. 355, f. 59v)

30 The Maîtrise
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against cold weather) occurred yearly; and supplies of vestments including
cassocks, surplices/albs and amices, and regular ‘livery’ including shirts,
hoods and more generic ‘robes’, were replenished annually and old ones
repaired. Such provision mirrors that at other institutions, revealing that
St Omer was very much in line with prevailing developments in major
religious houses.33

Payments for bedding suggest steadily increasing comfort there also.
The arrival in 1456/7 of feathers for the boys’ beds in addition to the
traditional straw would seem to bespeak growing concerns for physical
well-being;34 but this was easily trumped in 1498/9 (f. 33v) by the purchase
of three quilts where there had hitherto only been sheets. By 1508/9 the
boys had their live-in matron,35 presumably ameliorating the maintenance
of ‘bouche et soing’ which, from masters at this time, could sometimes
struggle to reach the standard even of tough love.

None of this, of course, could cushion the boys from the (frequent)
vicissitudes of war and plague, as when, in 1513/14, pestilence claimed the
life of the choirboy Jennet Deubry. To guard against the contagion, the
remaining boys were packed off for a month to the nearby town of Esques,
where they were to be cared for by the ‘widow Collart le Pappre’.36 Their
sojourn seems to have been one far from privation: the accounts tell us that
they were provided with six individual ‘couches’ for sleeping, six dishes,
and even ‘a rod and six stone fish’. No such sabbatical safeguarded the
carpenter Jan Daspere, who, as we shall learn in Chapter 4, spent the period
working on the organ case and, for his pains, succumbed to the disease.
Sadly plague was far from a rarity: only four years later a payment is made
for a lock and key to secure the gate by the chapter that affords access,
above the school, to lodgings, ‘to avoid danger of infection by plague’.37

33 See Becker, ‘The Maîtrise’, 146–7.
34 See the account of that year, f. 13r–v: ‘. . . pour xxxvi. livres de plume pour les lis des enfans de

coeur . . .’. Prior to this, one finds mention in this connection only of straw (‘pesach’).
35 1508/9, f. 28r: Item a este achete ung lit noef pour le cambre de le mesquinne [servant girl] a une

femme nommee Marioie Rose payet l. sc
36 1513/14, f. 29v: Mais pour cest an a cause de la peste et que lung desdit enfans en morut /

assavoir Jennet Deubry a este seullement paiet pour xie. mois chacun mois lesdits ix libs sont
iiiixx xix libs et quant a lautre mois lesdits enfans furent a Esque et en fust paie a le vesve Collart
Le Pappre par accord fait avec messires la somme de xv libs courant. dont fault rebattre pour le
verdellet l s . . . Ainsy reste pour les cincq enfans xii lb x s somme totale pour lan c xi libs x s.
F. 30v: Item audit tamps leur fu achete une canne et six poichonnes de gres ii s iii d Et pour vi
escuelles et vi couches de bois ii s sont iiii s iii d

37 1517/18, f. 34v: A [blank] securier en le cleutrye pour ung bngt [?bugnoir = ‘partie d’une porte’
(Godeffroy)] et le clef y servant pour fermer lhuys pres le capitle pour passer deseure lescolle a
aller aux retrets pour eviter dangier des infectes de peste iiii s
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In general, though, the boys’ circumstances only improved. If fear of
purgatory and desire for its speedy transition provided the economic
engine for the spread of increasingly elaborate devotions, a principal
component in the ‘fuel’ for that engine was supplied by the boys. Further,
the perceived value of their performances seems increasingly to have been
viewed, like the polyphony they crowned, as an emblem of prestige: as we
shall see in addressing private devotions established by the church’s wealth-
ier luminaries, they were swept up in a spiral of extravagance that saw the
expense and visibility of devotions assume ever-greater emphasis.

The rising sums spent in the course of the fifteenth century on the
upkeep of the boys give abundant testimony to their growing importance.
Substantial though the income generated via their involvement may have
been, though, it was still subject to fluctuations that could not be antici-
pated, the reason why, for example, the church felt compelled for a brief
period in the late 1450s to renege on half of the upkeep costs and levy the
balance on the boys’ families. As in other institutions, therefore, the chapter
needed the income required for the choir school’s upkeep to be placed on a
firmer footing. Since each canon received a stable income generated from
property assigned to his particular canonry or ‘prebend’, a common method
for achieving such stability derived from the ‘suppression’ of a prebend (or
more minor office) and redirection of its income to the maintenance of the
maîtrise. Pamela Starr lists twenty-five other institutions which used such
suppressions to support choirboy maintenance, a trend she sees as linked to
the contemporary growth in currency of, and demand for, polyphony, in
which choirboys were integrally involved.38 The later fifteenth and early
sixteenth centuries at St Omer saw three such initiatives, of which by far the
most significant was the suppression, in 1490, of the prebend attached to
one of the high offices of the church, that of cantor.

The ‘Bulle Conservatoire’

The suppression of this canonry and its associated prebend was an event of
major significance in the history of the maîtrise: unlike other offices and
entitlements suppressed for its maintenance during the same period, this was
a ‘grande prebende’, carrying considerable financial weight. This much is
clear from subsequent fabric accounts, where the distributions and other

38 On this tradition see Pamela Starr, ‘Rome as the Centre of the Universe: Papal Grace and Music
Patronage’, Early Music History 11 (1992), 241–4.
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incomes arising from the prebend, now directed to the maîtrise, are annually
recorded. Clearly the importance of this provision was not lost on the dean
and chapter, whose discussion, in which it is frequently referred to as the
‘bulle conservatoire’, reveals a certain self-consciousness about the status and
significance of the suppression and the redirection of its associated income.39

Convenient though such a suppression may have been, though, its
accomplishment was no straightforward matter, requiring significant
investment of time and money in Rome to acquire the papal bull necessary
to secure its passage. The church’s chapter acts allow us to trace this
process through its various stages, and particularly its final phases in
1490. It is in this connection that we encounter for the first time two of
the central players of our dramatis personae: the cantor of the day,
Johannes de Hemont, and Nicolas Rembert, former contratenorista of
St Peter’s, Rome, lawyer and notary in the papal curia, canon of St Omer
from 1484 and, from 1494 until his death ten years later, dean.

Clearly the idea of a ‘conservatoire’ had been in the air for a long time:
an entry in the fabric accounts for 1454/5 records the dispatching of an
emissary to enquire after the ‘conservatoire de cheux de Saint Pierre de
Cassel’.40 The implication here is that this collégiale in the next large town
(known to musicologists as the seat of a canonry held until 1459 by
Binchois) had the jump on St Omer in terms of provision for its maîtrise.
Apparently things at St Omer got off to a slow start: the next record comes
only in 1484, when on 12 September the canon Ludovicus Touret was
instructed to go to the Roman curia to expedite ‘the new conservatory
according to the form which seems to him most convenient for the church
and personnel’.41 Following debate in the chapter more than a year later,
on 24 October 1485, the distinguished and long-standing vicar-singer
Hugues Lucian was sent to investigate the cost of other conservatories in
order to consider both how, in his estimation, such an establishment at
St Omer could be paid for, and how it might most conveniently be set up.42

39 Starr (ibid., 242) notes the use of the analogous term psalleta for similar foundations elsewhere.
40 Item audit Jehan Fin pour avoir ale a Cassel querir le copie de le conservatore de cheux de Saint

Pierre de Cassel avoec le copie dune moniton viii sc et pour lesdits copies viii sc sont comme
appert par cedule xvi sc (1454/5, f. 13v of one copy; f. 14r of the other.)

41 Ipso die quo superius dicti prefati domini dederunt in commissionem ipsi Ludovico Touret ad
expediendum in curia Romana novam conservatoriam sub forma / qua sibi convenientius
ecclesie et personis videbitur / et signatura habita pecuniam transmittent in b[e]n[fi]c[i]o sibi
dirigendam s[ecundu]m quod ipse dictis dominis mandabit / iii l aliud parisien[ses] (II. G. 355,
f. 55v)

42 . . . ad expediendum novam conservatoriam domini inter se disputantes / deliberarunt quod
expetendum esset a Magistro Hugone Luciaen et in suis comp[uti]s inspiciendum / quantum
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The key figure in bringing the whole process to fruition, though, was
clearly Rembert, whose connections in and knowledge of the curial system
had a significant impact on the church’s musical provision generally. As the
process reached its climax, Rembert was permitted frequent absences for
the negotiations in Rome, where he also had the assistance of the chapter’s
scribe – and (as we shall see in Chapter 6) his eventual nemesis – Johannes
Derviller.43 The fabric accounts attest to considerable traffic of correspond-
ence between the church – including its canons Robert Peppin, Osto
Machecler and Philippe de Le Bricque – and its agent at the curia.44 An
entry on folio 26r of the fabric account for 1490/1 records how Rembert
has

procured, obtained and dispatched, in the said court of Rome, the bulls of suppres-
sion of the prebend of the same church . . . and perpetual union of the same
prebend with the said [fund of the] fabric for the sustenance of the master and
choirboys of the said church, and otherwise to transform the augmentation of the
divine service, at the discretion of my lords of the chapter. And for the bulls of the
reservation of the value of the said prebend to the said Hemont for the rest of his
life. Pay in total £103 9s.45

expeditio / alterius conservatorie costetit et a quibus solvi decretum fuit et postea avisare sub
qua forma et ad que suppo[si]ta valeret commodosius expediri (II. G. 355, f. 62r[a])

43 Die xxiiia aprilis / Magister Johannes de Cruiller [sic] in capitolo supplicavit quod possit se
absentare per spacium unius mensis pro suis negociis et Magistri Nicolai Rembert lucrando /
quique domini in contemplacione prefati Magistri Nicolai annuerunt quod possit negociando
dicto mense durante se absentare lucrando (II. G. 355, f. 77v)

44 1490/1, f. 25v: Audit [Robert] Peppin pour avoir minute et grosse les instructions envoyes a
Maistre Nicole Rembert pour la suppression de la prebende monsieur le chantre et ichelle vnyr a
ladite fabricque pour la sustentacion des maistre de chant et enffans de coeur / et a ceste fin
escript plusieurs lettres audit Rembert xlviii s
F. 25v: Audit Peppin pour avoir fait les instructions envoyes audit Rembert / pour obtenir
reformacion tant de la bulle de l union de ladicte prebende comme de la bulle conservatoire des
privileges de ladite eglise et a ceste fin fait plusieurs dilligences xxxii s
F. 25v: A Maistre Ph[ilipp]e de Le Bricque chanoine de ladite eglise pour plusieurs dilligences
par luy faicte touchant lesdites suppression unyon et reformacion desdites bulles
F. 26r: Audit Sire Oste Macheclier et Sire Robert de Monte pour pareillement avoir entendu a la
reformacion de ladite bulle conservatoire[.] Et aussy ledit Sire Oste a limpetracion [obtaining/
getting] de ladite suppression et en escript plusieurs lettres audit Rembert a chacun diceulx xl s
sont iiii lbs

45 A Maistre Nicole Rembert chanoine de ladite eglise demourant en court de Rome pour avoir
impetre obtenu et despechie en ladite court de Rome les bulles de la suppression de la prebende
dichelle eglise . . . et unyon dichelle prebende perpetuelement a ladite fabrique pour la
sustentacion des maistre et enfans de coeur de ladite eglise et aultremens convertir
laugmentacion du service divin a la discrecion de messeigneurs de chapitle. Et pour les bulles de
la reservation de la valleur de ladite prebende audit Hemont sa vie durant, paye en tout C. iii
lbs ix s
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The chapter act for 5 August 1490 provides the memorandum document-
ing the renunciation of Hemont’s prebend and agreement that all its
emoluments be used ‘for the support of a master of scholars of song or
music, and of six choirboys who will be instructed in music and song by the
same master of song and who in the same church shall devote themselves
to the divine office’.46 The document affirms that papal permission for this
is being pursued in Rome by Rembert; but it adds other signal details that
will have a role to play in the workings of the maîtrise and particularly in
Hemont’s functioning within it. Key to the position of cantor, in which
post Hemont is to remain, is to oversee the music and to present his
recommendation for master of the boys, a choice that, however, is subject
to approval by the chapter. The bull itself expands on these conditions,
noting that the chosen master ‘may be removed by the said dean and
chapter [and] of whom the presentation pertains to the cantor, while
admission pertains to the dean and chapter’. As we shall see in Chapter 3,
the perceived irreconcilability, in a particular instance, of these two condi-
tions will in fairly short order set the two sides on a collision course.

Of more immediate concern to Hemont, though, was his own future
welfare, and pains are taken in the process of his renunciation to establish
that he is to be allowed, in recompense for giving up his prebend, to
continue to enjoy its emoluments as long as he remains in position as
cantor. He is permitted to sell the rents of his house or live in it as he wishes
until his death, provided he ultimately reimburses the full amount of the
rent to be used for the founding of his annual posthumous obit service.
Hemont’s privilege is the subject of another bull, likewise pushed through
by Rembert, as confirmed by the document already quoted from the fabric
account of the same year: here Rembert is credited for expediting ‘the bulls
of the reservation of the value of the said prebend to the said Hemont for
the rest of his life’.47

The scale of the payment to Rembert for expediting the two bulls – £103
9s – gives some sense of how lucrative, and hence presumably desirable, such
work could be; but it also indicates the perceived difficulty, and hence
expertise involved, in steering the negotiations to successful conclusion.
Perhaps, notwithstanding all his efforts, the protocols extracted by Rembert
were not as watertight as they might have been, at least as far as the transac-
tions involvingHemont’s welfare and pension were concerned: still in 1495/6

46 Provided in full in the Appendix at the end of this volume, which also includes transcriptions of
the three bulls of suppression under discussion here.

47 See above, and note 45.
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the cantor was embroiled in complicated exchanges over his income and was
only that year recorded as paying for the expediting of the bulls concerning
the assignment of his future payment.48 While it is impossible with any
certainty to impute moods and intentionality in a case this distant and
ramified, it could well be that such difficulties and delays contributed to what
was clearly a strained relationship between Hemont and the chapter.

At any rate the ‘conservatory’ was founded, and its importance to the
church’s self-image and finances is clear from the fabric accounts which
annually, from this time forth, commence with transactions concerning the
suppressed prebend, headed in each case by words closely echoing those of
the founding bull. The formulation as found on the first page of the
account for 1501/2 serves as well as any:

And of one of the large prebends that Master Jehan de Hemont formerly obtained
and possessed, suppressed and annulled by the said authority for the maintenance
of six choirboys and a master to instruct and teach them in music for the
augmentation of the divine service in the said church, applied and instituted by
the said [fund of the] fabric according to the tenor of the apostolic bulls and letters
dispatched for this purpose and housed in the treasury of the said church.49

A watershed though it clearly was in the life of the maîtrise, however, the
plan to suppress Hemont’s prebend for this purpose was not unpreced-
ented. An entry in the chapter acts for 30 September 1476 reveals the
intention of the chapter to suppress the first vicariate becoming vacant
through death, subject to agreement by the pope, and to use its income for
the feeding and maintenance of the boys. Provision is also made for a small
vicariate to fulfil the appropriate workload for the canon who, as a result of
the suppression, would lose his assigned vicar.50 That papal approval for

48 1495/6, 34r: Item de Maistre Jehan de Hemont chantre pour ses gaiges de vicariat quil promist
sur les biens de feu Monsieur le Prevost de Luxembourg appartenant a ladite fabricque ce que
nont accoustume les vicaires lx libs
Item dudit pour lexpedicion de ses bulles touchant lassignacion de pension quil a chacun an et
mise sur les tailles de cap[it]le par prest a luy fait xl duc[ats] dor valent lxxii libs

49 Et de lune des grandes prebendes que obtint et possessa ja pieca Maistre Jehan de Hemont
supprime et extainte par ledit auctorite pour lentretenement de six enffans de coeur et dung
maistre pour les instruire et aprendre en musicque a laugmentation du saint service divin en
ladite eglise applicquies et mises es comptes et estans de ladite fabricque selonc le teneur des
bulles et lettres apostolicques sur ce expedies et estans en la thesaurarie de ladite eglise . . .

50 Hac die ultima mensis septembris anno lxxvi domini mei Symon Godefroy decanus P. Pauchet
Jo. Bonniele T. de Vitry Hugo de Monchi Egidius Pepin Jo. de Hemont Judocus Dausque Osto
Machecler M. Wastable Matheus Advisse Jacobus du Val canonici in suo loco capitulari
capitulariter congregati se fortes facien[tes] de Domino Nicolao Sauvage Walrando Pepin et
Roberto Pepin etiam de Magistro Radulpho de Donqueurre Jacobo de Houchin et Philippo de
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the suppression of a vicariate, and indeed of its associated canonry, was
forthcoming is evident from a bull issued by Sixtus IV in December of the
same year. Its terms provide for the suppression of the minor prebend
currently held by Mattheus Advisse plus the one of the twenty-eight
perpetual sine cura (i.e. without ‘cure of souls’, hence unordained) vicari-
ates serving the associated canonry. Designed to ease the burden on the
funds of the fabric, an income is stipulated of not more than 24 livres
tournois from the minor prebend plus 10 livres tournois from the vicariate,
topped up by 50 livres tournois coming from the fabric itself.51 Clearly the
plan gained headway: arrival of the required papal documentation was
announced on 30 July the following year, permitting the lords to suppress,
as soon as it should become available, Advisse's prebend for provision for
the boys. The nub of the problem was in the latter point, however, for
which the 1477 document offers important clarification: Advisse himself
was to be permitted to enjoy his canonry, or indeed to permute it for
another, for as long as he liked or was able to. A codicil underscores the
point: the chapter pledges to issue documents assuring his security.52 Since
Advisse held onto his benefice, and did not die until late in 1494, events
clearly overtook this early plan. Realising as they must have done the
pitfalls of their earlier largesse, the chapter in 1490 suppressed Hemont's
canonry directly, providing separately to compensate its erstwhile occu-
pant. Living long enough to see the difficulties that pursued Hemont in
safeguarding his post-prebendary income, Advisse must have considered
himself fortunate to have secured his own future in the way that he had.

The above developments notwithstanding, it is clear that by the early
sixteenth century existing income was proving insufficient to cover the

Mailli canonicis resident[ariis] concluserunt et consenserunt primam vicariam ecclesie sue
Sancti Audomari per decessum vaccaturam de consensu domini nostri pape fore extinctam et
suppressam ad opus alimentationis et mantenementi puerorum chori fabrice dicte ecclesie / pro
alimentandis et mantenendis pueris chori / Et ne dominus canonicus cuius erit vicaria
defraudetur vicario / dominus decanus et canonici predicti decreverunt quod parva vicaria dicte
ecclesie serviat domino canonico in omnibus cuius vicaria erit suppressa[.] In omnibus et per
omnia prout vicarius suus faciebat Magistro Anthonio de Tramecourt canonico in omnibus
premissa se opponenti et nullo modo consens[cienti] [the page is ripped off at this point]
(II. G. 354, 205v-6r)

51 The text of this bull (for which see the Appendix to this volume) is preserved in an eighteenth-
century copy in II. G. 393.

52 . . . voluerunt domini mei prefati quod dictus Matheus possit uti vita sua comite de suis
prebende et canonicatu pro suo libito eosdem permutando quando voluit non obstantibus dictis
litteris apostolicis aut clausa earundem de hoc faciente mentionem accordante eidem Magistro
Matheo exinde sibi fieri per capitulum litteras pro securitate predictorum ad laudum seu
consilium totiens quotiens voluerit idem Magister Matheus[.] (II. G. 354, 209v)
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costs of the church’s ever-expanding raft of devotions, public and private.53

A further bull from 1506 details the similar redirection of the income from
the vicariate formerly associated with Hemont’s suppressed prebend. As
the bull makes clear, this was an exceptional move for sine cura vicariates,
typically positions assigned to each canonry to cover the singing and other
statutory duties nominally assigned to the canons themselves.54

At Saint-Omer as elsewhere, such suppressions provide a barometer of
the growth in prestige and wealth of the maîtrise and, in turn, of the
perceived value of music, and polyphony in particular, to the church and
to the private founders whose rituals it housed. But the fact remains that
use of boys is in and of itself a sine qua non neither of ritual extravagance
nor indeed of polyphony itself; rather their significance rests on their
perceived status as rooted in scripture.

Heavenly Innocence

Underpinned by such biblical commonplaces as ‘Out of the mouth of babes
and sucklings thou hast perfected praise,’ and ‘Suffer the little children, and
forbid them not to come to me, for theirs in the kingdom of heaven,’ the
image fostered by the singing of boys was one of heavenly innocence on
earth and its attendant promise of future salvation.55 In this their role had
something in common with that of the poor as participants in private
Masses, likewise individuals whose advocacy for the souls of departed
founders was untainted by the wealth and political manoeuvring of earthly
power. The foundational stipulations of Philip the Good’s Burgundian
court maîtrise for ‘four little children, innocent and of good behaviour,
for the service of the chapel ’ are replicated in countless descriptions of the
period.56 Selection was based not only on the quality of the boys’ voices but
also on their (at least notionally) unblemished morals.

To this emphasis on innocence, however, may be added a further
dimension of their role: since at least Augustine they had been perceived

53 Inflation or reduction in the value of endowments could lead to similar developments (see for
example Becker, ‘The Maîtrise’, 187–8).

54 II. G. 53., Bull of 1506 (for full text see the Appendix to this volume).
55 ‘Ex ore infantium et lactantium perfecisti laudem’ (Psalms 8:3), and quoted by Christ in

Matthew 21:16; ‘Jesus vero ait eis sinite parvulos et nolite eos prohibere ad me venire talium est
enim regnum caelorum’ (Matthew 19:14). For these latter points and the biblical references see
Wright, Music and Ceremony, 165, and Becker, ‘The Maîtrise’, 64.

56 ‘. . . quatre petis enfans innocens, de bonnes moeurs, pour le service de la chappelle’, Jeanne
Marix,Histoire de la musique et des musiciens de la cour de Bourgogne sous le règne de Philippe le
Bon (Strasbourg: Heitz, 1939; repr. Geneva: Minkoff, 1972), 162.
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as earthly metaphors for the choirs of cherubim whose singing they fore-
echoed and whose hearing the endowers of foundations involving them
aimed to expedite.57 All the more reason, then, for their training to be
sufficiently regulated and strict as to produce the maximum polish, thereby
adumbrating to the closest degree possible the sounds of their heavenly
counterparts. Here also we see the reason why boys, once installed by their
parents, were confined to the house and activities of the maîtrise and
forbidden from mixing with their families and with the outside world more
generally.58 The règlements for the maîtrise of Reims describe how the boys
were to be ‘like little angels in the service of God’, and were to ‘excite all to
devotion . . . with an appearance of modesty such that one could see them
rather as angels than children’.59 From this perspective, furthermore, we
begin to perceive the degree to which, via foundations with polyphony, the
prestige of the contribution of choirboys was itself instrumental in driving
the contemporary expansion of sacred polyphony.

Even the regulation of the number of boys in the St Omer maîtrise, as in
sundry other establishments, at six may have been related to their angelic
status: Ezekiel 9:2 notes that six angels were appointed to guard Jerusalem
in Ezekiel’s day.60 A payment recorded in the fabric account for 1412/13
‘to repoint and re-gild the six angels before the high altar’ suggests that
their identity and number were further emblematised by statuary in the

57 See Becker, ‘The Maîtrise’, 64; Demouy, ‘Les pueri chori’, 138.
58 See Becker, ‘The Maîtrise’, 143.
59 ‘“comme petits anges au service de Dieu” ils doivent “exciter chacun à dévotion”; qu’ils se

déplacent “avec telle contenance et modestie qu'on les puisse plutôt estimer anges qu'enfants”’,
Demouy, ‘Les pueri chori’, 138.

60 There were six choirboys also, for example, at the Sainte-Chapelle (already in 1305, see Brenet,
Les musiciens de la Sainte-Chapelle, 15); at Cambrai Cathedral (see Craig Wright, ‘Performance
Practices at the Cathedral of Cambrai, 1475–1550’, Musical Quarterly 64 (1978), 310; at
St Martin of Tours (see Yossy Maurey, Medieval Music, Legend, and the Cult of St. Martin
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 39; at the collegiate church of St Quentin (see
Becker, ‘The Maîtrise’, 33); at Seville Cathedral (see Juan Ruiz Jiménez, From Mozos de Coro
towards Seises: Boys in the Musical Life of Seville Cathedral in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries, in Boynton and Rice (eds.), Young Singers, 95); at Tournai Cathedral (see Barbara
Haggh, ‘Music, Liturgy and Ceremony in Brussels, 1350–1500’, 2 vols., unpublished PhD
dissertation, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (1988), 160; at St Goedele, Brussels
(ibid., 222); and in the Hofburg choir of Maximilian I in Vienna (see Martin Picker, ‘The
Habsburg Courts in the Netherlands and Austria, 1477–1530’, in Iain Fenlon (ed.), The
Renaissance: From the 1470s to the End of the 16th Century (Basingstoke and London:
Macmillan, 1989), 234). Widespread maintenance of precisely this number of choirboys
suggests that it possessed some symbolic and/or practical significance. John Harper points out
to me that at Salisbury Cathedral four boys were needed in the presbytery at Mass and at least
two in choir to sing the gradual verse; similar practicalities may have dictated numbers
elsewhere.
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precise location where, at Mass, they would attend on their redeemer’s
transubstantiated presence.61

Duties of the Choirboys

Beyond their perceived status, though, the radical advance in the boys’
fortune raises questions concerning the extent, as well as importance, of
their duties. How could such sums have been afforded, and what could the
boys have been doing to merit their outlay?

It seems clear from the provision of and repairs to their books that their
specifically assigned singing duties, following general practice, included
many of the more elaborate items in the yearly round. A representative
early example is the following record entered on folio 7r of the account for
1428/9:

Item: Paid for a song booklet for the choirboys containing the incipits and verses of
the responsories for the entire year, 32s.62

Since boys, as the lowest in the ecclesiastical hierarchy, were typically
responsible for the first responsory at matins on feasts of double or higher
rank, the high copying cost for this book may be down to sheer bulk, there
being, by the early sixteenth century, some sixty feasts annually of this
standing.63 The periodic recurrence of similar records could suggest a
relatively high turnover of such books resulting from what was surely
heavy usage, though the variety of sums involved may also indicate a
number of discrete volumes addressed, perhaps, to different divisions of
the church year or distinct parts of the repertory. At any rate, these later
records add further specifics to the one already quoted.

61 ‘. . . pour rapointier et redorer les vi. angeles devant le grant autel’ (1412/13, f. 4r). It is clear
from related records that these figures of angels were positioned on a series of columns around
the choir: ‘A Pierrequin du Molin pour avoir fait une ele nouvelle a ung des angeles est[ans] au
tour du grant autel et pour le avoir paint et dore comme il appert en le kalends davril xxi s’
(1460/1, f. 8v).

62 Item paiet pour ung livret de cant pour les enfans de coeur contenant les komenchemens et
verses des respons de toute lannee xxxii s. See the similar record quoted by Wright (Music and
Ceremony, 181).

63 See the comparative table of feasts compiled from surviving liturgical books in Jean-François
Goudesenne and Marc Gil (eds.), L’antiphonaire de la Paix de Princes chrétiens (facsimile
edition of a St Omer manuscript antiphonal of c.1550–1561), Publications of Medieval Music
Manuscripts, 30 (Ottawa: Institute of Medieval Music, 2003), xliiii–v.
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The first entry following is one of many recording the work on books
undertaken over a long period by Vincent Breion, vicar, whose epitaph
survives in the church and with whom we shall cross paths again. It is also
informative both concerning the trouble taken over such books and its
performance detail, to the effect that the responsories were clearly,
following standard practice, delivered from the middle of the choir:

1443/4, f. 9r: Item: to the said Sire Vincent for several further parchment skins to
make a book, written and with music, with the responsories serving at double
[feasts] for the duration of the year, to place in the middle of the choir, 43s.
Item to the said Sire Vincent for having painted [presumably the initials of]

the said book and for having been several times to Aire[-sur-la-Lys] to consult the
individual who must notate and neatly write the said book by the decree of the
chapter, 60s.64

1444/5, f. 4v: Item: for writing the new book of responsories and for entering the
music, as is paid to Master Ghuy Le Maistre, priest, as appears in the bill, 8 l. 8s.65

Like Breion, Thomas Boucoud (‘Le Becourt’ or ‘de Bouchout’) was a priest
employed over a long period as a scribe and bookbinder.66 ‘Legendes’ refers
to a lectionary including extracts from the lives of saints, appropriate
entries of which were assigned, here as elsewhere, to be read aloud by the
boys during the office of matins:

1451/2, f. 14v: To Master Thomas Le Becourt for having written a book in which
are the ‘legendes’ and responsories for the choirboys, 5 l. 12s.67

Later records attest also to the likewise widespread tradition of the boys
reading, in the chapter room at the office of prime, the daily lists of martyrs
from the martyrology:

1507/8, f. 30r: To Valletin de Le Clitte for having rebound the choirboys’ martyr-
ology, paid as appears in the receipt, 11s. 9d.

64 Item audit Sire Vincent pour pluseurs aultres peaulx de parchemin pour faire ung livre escript et
notte des respons servans a doubles au long delan pour mettre au moillon [centre] du coeur
xliii s
Item audit Sire Vincent pour avoir minie ledit livre et avoir este par pluseurs fois a Aere [Aire-
sur-la-Lys] pour soliciter cellui qui doit notter et escripre au net ledit livre par lordonnance de
capital paie lx s

65 Item pour escripre le nouvel livre de respons et le avoir note ainsi quil est payet a Sire Ghuy Le
Maistre prestre comme apparoit par cedule viii l viii s

66 For a complete survey of Boucoud’s work in copying and rebinding the books of St Omer see
Marc Gil and Ludovic Nys, Saint-Omer gothique (Valenciennes: Presses Universitaires de
Valenciennes, 2004), 378–9.

67 A Sire Thomas de Becourt pour avoit escript ung livre ou quel sont les legendes et respons pour
les enfans de coeur v lb xii s
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1515/16, f. 29v: To Sire Andrieu Boulengier for having rebound and repaired the
boys’ martyrology.
1520/1, f. 28v: To Jan Alixandre for having rebound the boys’ book of collects

and martyrology, paid by Sire Georges Thibault in total 60s.68

The boys would have been required, as was standard, to intone lessons
(‘lichons/ lychons’, see below) at matins on feasts of nine lessons or of
higher rank. Since lessons, like responsories, were typically delivered by
clerics in ascending order of dignity this usually meant the first lesson:

1456/7, f. 13v: Item, to Sire Thomas de Bouchout for having . . . rebound and glued
the book of responsories and lessons of the choirboys, and a book containing the
vigils, and several others, the same thing, in total 60s.69

Subsequent records include one referring to the melismatic verses for
graduals and alleluias at Mass on the many feast days of semi-double or
higher rank that, as elsewhere, were to be sung by the boys from the choir
screen (pulpitum):70

1471/2, f. 15r: To Messires Eustache Maistresse and Gille Guerard, for having
corrected and put in columns the new book containing the graduals and alleluia[s]
that are sung at double and semi-double [feasts] on the screen, 6s.
1493/4, f. 37v: Item, to Sire Andrieu Boullenguier for those quires of the book

that he made for lessons and responsories for the choirboys 10s.
1494/5, f. 31v: Item, for a quire of paper provided to the older Tingry for writing

the lessons of the boys and the responsories, because they did not have a book and
a new one was being made, for this 18d.
Fol. 32v: Item, pay to Sire Andrieu Boullenguier for the advance for a book in

parchment for the choirboys, in which are contained all the responsories, anti-
phons and readings for the year, which Master Walran Peppin had had made, 36s.
1503/4, f. 32r: Item, to [blank] for having bound the book of responsories, and

for the clasps to put on the book here present, Sire Jehan Scacthre, 17s. 6d.71

68 Item a Vallentin de Le Clitte pour avoir reloyet le matrologe pour les enffans de coeur payet
comme appert par quittance xi s ix d
A Sire Andrieu Boulengier pour avoir reliet et repointiet le matroloige des enfans . . .
A Jan Alixandre pour avoir reliet le collectaire et mathrologe des enfans paiet par Sire Georges
Thibault pour tout lx s

69 Item a Sire Thomas de Bouchout pour avoir . . . reliiet et cole le livre as respons et lichons des
enfans de coeur et ung livre contenant les vegilles / et pluiseurs aultres mesmes choses pour tout
lx s

70 For the same practice as conducted, for instance, at Notre-Dame of Paris see Wright,Music and
Ceremony, 181.

71 A Messires Extasse [Eustache] Maistresse et Gille Guerard / pour avoir corrigie et collonne le
nouvel livre contenant les graduales et alleluia que len chante aux doubles et demi doubles sur le
dossal vi s
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Polyphony in Public and Private Devotions

The role of boys in the solo sections of chants was clearly of long tradition
by the time of the documents quoted above. Wright quotes Johannes Beleth
writing of the boys of Notre-Dame of Paris singing such items already in
the twelfth century, and the practice is widely attested.72 But as far as the
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries are concerned, there can be little
doubt that, as more generally, the increasing importance of the choirboys
was closely linked with concurrent enhancement in the importance and
scope of polyphony. The accounts reveal the instigation of ever-increasing
outlets for their polyphonic skills, both in public and, especially, in pri-
vately founded observances.

As elsewhere, knowledge of polyphonic specifics at Mass and office is
obscured by the nature of the records, which detail only items calling for
specific payment. Even so, the nature of both personnel and copying
records give, as we shall see, some indication of their likely nature and
extent. Direct detail on devotions (institutional and private) additional to
the yearly round also suggests inferences concerning more regular
provision.

As might be expected, prominent among these are the regular Marian
observances, which in St Omer meant most obviously the singing of the
Salve regina before Notre Dame des Miracles in the chapel of Notre-Dame
on the marketplace (Notre-Dame sur le marchiet), on Saturdays and on the
vigils of all the six Marian feasts of Conception, Nativity, Annunciation,
Visitation, Purification and Assumption. Precisely when this began is

Item, a Sire Andrieu Boullenguier en tant mains du livre quil fait a lischons et respons pour
les enffans de coeur x s

Item pour une main de pappier baillie au grant Tingry pour escripre les lychons des enffans et
les respons[.] A cause quils navoient point de livre et que lon en faisoit ung nouvel pour ce
xviii d

Item paye a Sire Andrieu Boullenguier pour le prepaye dung livre en parchemin pour les
enffans de coeur / ou quel sont contenus tous les respons ant[iphons] et lectures durant lan
lequel Maistre Walran Peppin avoit fait faire xxxvi s

Item a [blank] pour avoir relyet le livre aux respons et pour les cleux a mettre sur ledit livre
present Sire Jehan Scacthre xvii s vi d

72 Beleth names the versicle concluding each grouping of psalms/antiphons at matins, the
Benedicamus domino at lauds, vespers and compline, and the gradual at Mass on particular feast
days (see Music and Ceremony, 166). For such choirboy duties at Cambrai in the fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries, including singing of the gradual, see Wright, ‘Performance Practices’,
301 and passim. For the similar patterns of practice according to the Use of Salisbury see Sarum
Customary Online, www.sarumcustomary.org.uk/, accessed 21 June 2019.
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unknown, but the tradition emerges clearly with the advent of regular
payment sections in the fabric accounts:

To the master of singing and the choirboys, by whom my lords have arranged to
have recited, each year at the expense of the said fabric, every Saturday of the year
and at every vigil of Our Lady, the Salve at the chapelle sur le marchiet, 50s.
current; here for this year by receipt, 50s.
To Sire Jehan Caignart for playing the organ at the said Salve, 24s.73

Performance of the antiphon itself in polyphony is strongly suggested by
the annual payments concerning the ritual, and is likely to have been the
purpose of ‘the book from which the choirboys sing the Salve’ (‘le livre ou
les enfans de coeur chantent le Salve’) for the rebinding of which Thomas
de Boucoud was paid in 1463/4.74 The icon itself was a major revenue
source for the chapter: annual accounts of its ‘oblations’ show that dona-
tions it stimulated regularly dwarfed all other such income strands,
whether from offerings to the cross on Good Friday, or to the patron’s
relics on his feast days of ‘Saint Omer en fleurs’ (celebrating the return to
the church of the saint’s relics, on 8 June) and his depositio (the anniversary
of his death, on 9 September).75

The incentive to enhance the ritual surrounding the Salve was therefore
considerable, something clearly not lost on those canons who endowed it
with specific augmentations. Thus in the late 1450s Johannes Dessinges
donated three sous per year towards the upkeep of the Salve from the rental
of a house, while from 1462 Loys Prerlamps assigned rent from land
amounting to sixteen sous per annum for six years to the same service.76

It seems reasonable to surmise that donations to the Salve were especially
attractive to clergy who lacked the financial wherewithal for a personally

73 Au maistre de chant et aux enfans de cuer / ausquels messeigneurs ont ordonne avoir chaqun an
sur ledit fabricque pour dire chaqun samedi de lan et chaqune veille de nostre dame le Salve a le
chappelle sur le marchiet l s courant / yci pour ceste annee par quittances l s; A Sire Jeh[an]
Caignart pour jouer des orgues audit Salve xxiiii s (1459/60 f. 8r)

74 A Sire Thomas de Boucoud pour avoir reloyet le livre la [sic] les enfans de coeur chantent le
Salve et avoir mis nouvelles aisselles iiii s (1463/4, f. 49v)

75 For the patronal feast days see Monique Ducrocq, La Cathédrale de Saint-Omer: son
symbolisme, ses grands dignitaires (Saint-Omer: Association Cathédrale de Saint-Omer,
1997), 21.

76 1459/60, f. 2r: ‘Des anniversaires de ladicte eglise par la main du receveur diceulx pour iii s
parisis de rente heritable chaqun an apaier au jour St Michiel que Johannes Dessinges canoine
de ladite eglise a nouvellement donnes pour lentretenement du Salve que len dist chaqun
samedi a le cappelle sur le marchiet . . .’ For Prerlamps’s donation see for example the record for
the fifth annual payment in 1466/7, f. 3r, which notes that it was assigned: ‘pour lentretenement
dudit Salve baillie a louaige par lespace de vi ans . . .’
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founded devotion or chantry. An entry in the chapter acts for 8 December
1481 gives an insight into the strategy whereby a private individual could in
one fell swoop impose his proxy presence on a public space such as this in
forms both permanent and recurring. On that day we are told how Pierre
de Le Nesse has endowed a ‘tabula’ (presumably some kind of reredos) for
the high altar of Notre-Dame sur le marchiet

. . . very beautiful and precious, in return for which gift he asked the lords that for
his lifetime on every Saturday after the salutation of the Blessed Mary [i.e. Salve]
there should be sung by the master and boys of the choir and the chaplain of the
aforesaid chapel one antiphon verse and collect of the Holy Spirit. And after his
death there should be read De profundis with short prayers and the collect for the
faithful.77

The account goes on to record the canons’ response:

In consideration of the same Pierre’s zeal and pious devotion which he has visibly
demonstrated to the same chapel, on account of the good deeds which he has
previously done and will do in the future, the lords graciously accorded him this
and instructed me, Jean Derviller his scribe, to make out a document for him
concerning this matter.78

The major change in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries was the
foundation of devotions on behalf of the souls of canons, with or without
polyphony, that sometimes, as in the above case, stipulate the boys. The
scale of these frequently elaborate and expensive rituals at St Omer is clear
enough from the complexity and sheer bulk of its fabric accounts, in which,
for every fiscal year, outgoings on the more involved foundations each
receive a dedicated section.

At the more modest end of the spectrum stand such foundations as the
following, according to which a certain Simon Acthe requested the per-
formance by the choirboys, in a chapel of his choice (which in practice
would usually be the burial chapel), of an annual requiem Mass for his soul.
As was typical in such directives, the service was to be paid for by rents
from property:

77 . . . multam venustam et preciosam pro quo dono requisivit dominos ut sua vita comite singulis
diebus sabbati post salutationem Beate Marie canetur per magistrum et pueros chori et
capellanum capelle predicte una anth[iphona] versa et collecta de sancto spiritu et post mortem
eius legatur de profundis cum parvis precibus et collecta fidelium[.]

78 Domini considerante zelum et piam devotionem ipsius Petri quam gerere visus est eidem
capelle propter bona huiusmodi quas antea fecit et facturus est eidem benigne accordarunt et
iusserunt michi Johanni Derviler suo scribe eidem suas litteras super hoc conficere. (II. G. 355,
f. 25v)
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1458/9, f. 1r: From Simon Acthe for two measures of land lying in the said place of
Lannoy of which the borders are declared as above, each year at the said term of
St Michael, four sous and eleven deniers in money of Paris / which the said deceased
gave to the choirboys in order than they be obliged each year to say and sing the day
after Trinity in the chapel of StMary of Egypt a requiemmass for his soul. And for this
here the said four sous and eleven deniers in money of Paris which are worth 5s. 6d.79

Determining whether such payments for singing ‘à note’ were for chant or
polyphony is typically down to interpretation of the forces and costs
involved. No such doubt, for example, pertains to the foundations of the
canon and later dean Nicolas Rembert, whose grandiose ritual edifices will
be addressed in Chapter 6. Striking in their lavishness, Rembert’s founda-
tions were, however, far from alone in kind.

Starting in the mid-1450s, rents assembled from a wide range of lands by
the deceased former cantor of St Omer Pierre de Le Tour began to be
applied to candles to burn in various chapels, and ‘aux enfans de coeur
adfin que cascun an le maistre desdits enfans defist ou fist dire une messe
de requiem lendemain du jour de le Trinite en le capelle Sainte Marie
dEgipte’. As frequently in such cases, the terminology from year to year is
fluid, adding to the difficulty of determining whether the observance
involved improvised or composed polyphony in addition to chant. But
the analogous stipulation for 1501/2, for example, instructing ‘chanter une
messe de requiem a notte par les enffans de coeur par chacun an le
lendemain de la Trinite’, would seem clearly to imply composed polyph-
ony. Presumably that had been the case from the beginning; or perhaps the
nature of the fulfilment of such an observance could mutate over time in
response to changing conventions.80

A codicil to the testament of Guillaume Fasselin (defined as ‘bourgois de
la ville de Saintomer’) endows rents to maintain:

. . . on the day of St Sebastian in the month of January a Mass with music and
discant by the choirboys, with deacon and sub-deacon and organ, the which should
be sung directly after matins in the chapel of St Sebastian. And the large bells
should be sounded. And the next day during the lives of myself and my wife, a

79 De Simon Acthe pour deux mesures de terre gisant audit lieu de Lannoy dont les abouts sont
declairies comme dessus chaqun an audit terme St Michiel iiii s xi d parisis / que ledit feu donna
aux enfans de cuer moyennant quils sont tenus chaqun an de faire dire et chanter a note
lendemain de le Trinite en le cappelle Ste Marie // dEgypte une messe de Requien [sic] pour
lame de lui[.] Et pour ce cy lesdits iiii s xi d par[isis] qui valent v s vi d

80 Accounts of 1454/5, f. 3r and 1501/2, f. 1v.
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Mass of the Holy Spirit. And after the death of one of us, in place of the said Mass
the requiem, with deacon and sub-deacon, sung by the choirboys.81

Entries in the fabric accounts confirm that the Mass for the Holy Spirit was
likewise to be performed ‘a notte’, and involved a deacon, subdeacon and
choirboys alongside the officiating priest.82 Whether this latter Mass, like
its companion, involved ‘descant’ as well as chant must ultimately remain
an open question, but given the paired nature of the foundation the
likelihood must be that it did.

Boys are specified also for Masses founded by Thierry de Vitry, donor in
1475/6 (as we shall see in Chapter 5) of the bell ‘of the tone of la’ in the
church’s new peal of bells, besides being secretary to Maximilian and Mary
of Burgundy, cantor and canon of St Pierre, Aire-sur-La-Lys and, from
1460, canon of St Omer. Although interred, following his demise in 1478,
at St Bertin, where he also founded Masses,83 de Vitry also founded three
sung Masses per week at St Omer to be performed by ‘priest, deacon,
subdeacon and choirboys’.84

Elsewhere, the boys received regular distributions for patronal feast days
and for the inductions of new canons, paid for by the arriving canons
themselves. Entries of important individuals also offered regular showcases
for the boys’ skills, as when, on the morning of 5 November 1493, Antho-
nius de Croy, Bishop of Thérouanne, made his first procession into the
church. This culminated, during his prayer on bended knee at the high
altar, with a sung responsory, followed by a versicle performed by two of
the boys, after which the bishop himself sang the collect.85

81 . . . le jour Saint Sebastien ou mois de janvier une messe a notte et descant par les enffans de
coeur a diacre a soubs diacre et a orghes laquelle doit chanter incontinent apres matines en le
cappelle de mondit seigneur Saint Sebastien[.] Et se doit estre sonne des grosses clocques[.] Et le
lendemain durant les vyes de my et de me femme une messe de Saint Esprit[.] Et apres le trespas
de lun de nous deux ou lieu de ladite messe de Requien [sic] a diacre et soubs diacre cantee par
les enffans de coeur . . . (Dainville (Arras), Archives Départementales du Pas-de-Calais, Justice
échevinale de Saint-Omer, MS 15 B1, f. 107r–v)

82 See for example 1475/6, f. 3v; 1478/9, f. 20v.
83 On de Vitry’s posts, and his burial and four weekly Masses (augmented just before his death to

seven) at St Bertin, see Daniel Haigneré and Oscar Bled, Les Chartes de Saint-Bertin, d’après le
grand cartulaire de Dom Charles-Joseph Dewitte, 4 vols., vol. 4 (Saint-Omer: Société des
antiquaires de la Morinie, 1899), 22 and 316.

84 . . . pour trois messes celebrees pour Maistre Therry [sic] de Vitry chanoine pour chacune messe
avoir prebstre ii s parisis / aux dyacre et soubsdyacre chacun xxi d parisis / aux enffans de coeur
pour avoir cante lesdits messes pour chacune viii sc courant aux clocqueman et aydes viii sc p /
au par[?] coustre pour avoir ayde a dire lesdits messes xii d par jour xlvi s (1478/9, f. 19v)

85 II. G. 355, f. 99r: ‘. . . et Ibidem flexis genibus oravit resp[onsoriam] cantato / et finito versiculo
per duos pueros chori cantato / prelibatus dominus episcopus collectam perfecit cantando /’
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Choirboys and Ritual Drama

The great festivals of Christmas and Easter gave vent to what was surely in
the late Middle Ages, as today, the natural propensity of young minds for
dramatic fantasy. A partially surviving St Omer ordinal from the late
thirteenth century provides vivid details concerning the various roles taken
by boys in unfurling the Easter Day drama of the Resurrection.86 Following
the recitation of psalms and prayers around midnight, a procession, headed
by crosses, censers and candles, led to the tomb of St Omer, where three or
four of the ‘older scholars’, kitted out as soldiers and lying as if asleep, were
stationed in the roles of the soldiers posted around Christ’s tomb.87 Clearly
the tomb itself was adorned for the occasion: successive entries in the
church inventory of 1557 describe narratively appropriate hangings:

A hanging of red velvet with the image of the Resurrection, which is used to place
before the altar table and at the tomb at Easter.
Item, another similar hanging and of the same size as the one above with a

depiction of the three Marys coming to the sepulchre, used at the said tomb on the
said days of Easter.88

Three or four of the older priests picked up the cross that had been ‘buried’
on Good Friday beneath a cloth on the tomb and, beginning with the
responsory ‘Christus resurgens’, carried it in procession to the altar of
St John, and thence on to the choir where the clergy sang matins. Only after
the third responsory were the ‘sleeping’ soldiers finally disturbed, when two
further boys, dressed as angels, positioned themselves at each end of the
tomb and three others, wearing amices over their heads to signify veils and
carrying little bowls or jars in reference to their roles as the threeMarys come

86 Bibliothèque de l’Agglomération de Saint-Omer MS 909. Discussed in detail and cited in
extenso in Louis Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies religieuses dans la collégiale de Saint-Omer
au XIIIe siècle: Examen d’un rituel manuscrit de cette église’, Mémoires de la Société des
antiquaires de la Morinie 20 (1886–7), 99–213.

87 ‘. . . tres vel quatuor pueri de majoribus scolarum armati ad modum militum qui jacentes ibi
fingunt se dormire’ (quoted in Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 176). It is possible that these
soldiers were drawn from the ranks of the escotiers, a body of poor clerks usually fixed in
number at fourteen, and housed, nourished and taught by the chapter. Admission required a
minimum age of eighteen and the ability to read and write (for further detail see pp. 66–7). See
M. Vallet de Viriville, ‘Essai sur les archives historiques du chapitre de l’église cathédrale de
Notre-Dame à St-Omer: Catalogue des archives de Notre-Dame: première série- Liaisses’, in
Mémoires de la Société des antiquaires de la Morinie 6 (1841–1843), XXXII.

88 Ung drap de velours rouge, avec l’imaige de la Résurrection, lequel sert à mettre devant la table
d’aultel et au tombeau es festes de Pasques.
Item, ung aultre drap pareil et de mesme grandeur comme cesluy dessus à portraicture des trois
Maries venant au sépulchre, servant audict tombeau esdits jours de Pasques. (II. G. 2787; edition
by Deschamps de Pas: ‘Inventaire’, 87.)
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to anoint Christ’s body, arrived to enact the little drama of theQuem queritis.
Standing at a distance from the tomb, they began the proceedings by singing
‘Who [will] remove the stone for us?’ (‘Quis removet nobis lapidem’), to
which the angels responded ‘Whomdo you seek in the sepulchre, Christian?’
(‘Quem queritis in sepulcro, o Xristicole’). Following the realisation that
Christ has risen, the episode concluded with the approach of the Marys to
the altar to announce ‘Alleluia. He speaks the truth: the Lord is risen’
(‘Alleluia, verum dicit, resurrexit Dominus’). The singing by one of the angels
of the verset ‘Verum dicit Maria’ cued the dean or cantor to intone the Te
Deum, whereupon the procession (accompanied by the ‘Marys’ and ‘angels’)
re-entered the choir to the joyful pealing of the full complement of bells.89

Sadly the opening gatherings of the ordinal which supplies knowledge of
these events are lost, depriving us of any detail of dramatic representations
in the Advent and Christmas period. But it is clear from sundry payments
in the fabric accounts that, as more general practice would in any case lead
us to expect, the boys were required to don their angel wings to mark the
key events also of that season:

1407/8 (rotulus): Item, to remake and repaint the wings and the caskets which
serve for the choirboys on Easter Day at matins for the resurrection, etc. 7s.90

1425/6, f. 6v: Item, to Wauter Pinque, painter, for completely remaking and
repainting the four wings serving for the choirboys at matins on Christmas and
Easter days and for remaking and regilding the three caskets of the three Marys
which are used on Easter Day at matins, for everything, 36s.91

1442/3, f. 6r: Item, to Colard de Sauty, painter, for having properly repaired the
wings of the angels belonging to the boys, etc. And also for cleaning the angels and
the crucifix of the high altar . . .92

1456/7, 13r: Item, to Gamot, painter, for having bonded and re-gilded the three
boxes that the three Marys carry on Easter Day at the Resurrection, 3s.93

1469/70, 14v: To [Pierre Pol, painter] for having re-gilded the three goblets/vases
that the three Marys carry on Easter Day, 12s.94

89 Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 120–4; document transcription on 175–80.
90 Item pour refaire et repaindre les eles et les boystes qui servent a[u]s enfans de cheur le jour de

Pasques a matines pour le resurexion etc. vii s
91 Item a Wauter Pinque paintre pour refaire et repaindre tout de nouvel les iiii elles que servent

aux enfans du coeur aux matines du jour de Noel et Pasques et pour refaire et redorer les iii
boistes des trois maryes qui servent au jour de Pasques aux matines pour tout xxxvi s

92 ‘Item A Colard de Sauty paintre pour avoir remis apoint les eles des angles appartenant aux
enfans etc. Et aussy pour nettoyer les angles et le crucefix du grant autel . . .’. The latter part of
this record refers to cleaning the figures of angels (already mentioned) surrounding the choir.

93 Item a Gamot paintre pour avoir recole et redore les trois boistes que portent les trois maries le
jour de Pasques a la resurection 3s

94 A lui [Pierre Pol paintre] pour avoir redore les iii couppes que portent les iii maries le jour de
Pasques 12s
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The angel wings and caskets for the Marys appear also in the church
inventory of 1557:

Four wooden wings for the choirboys acting as the angels on the days of Easter and
Christmas
Three painted wooden boxes for the three Marys95

Wearing of wings, with the same angelic associations, was stipulated when
the boys sang the first responsory at Christmas Day matins, as this record
from 1494/5 attests:

Item: for having remade the leather straps that secure the wings of the choirboys on
Christmas Day when they sing the responsory at matins, 8s.96

Lack of the Advent and Christmas sections of the ordinal is at least partially
compensated by a record surviving elsewhere concerning a particular
dramatic function fulfilled by the boys in Advent. A widespread tradition
involved performance of the ‘Missus’, a celebration of Mass so-called due to
the commencement of the day’s gospel reading with the words ‘The angel
Gabriel was sent’ (‘Missus est Gabriel angelus’). At St Omer such a per-
formance was (apparently) instigated in 1535 by the terms of the will of the
cantor and former choirboy Robert le Fevre (or Fabri).97 Fabri’s provision
is dubbed (following common parlance) an Aurea missa, and involves the
dramatic representation of the Annunciation staged, as elsewhere, as part
of Mass on the Ember Wednesday after the third Sunday in Advent.98 The

95 Quatre aisles de bois pour les enfans de coeur faisans les anges, es jours de Pasques et de Noël;
Trois boittes de bois painct pour les trois Maries (See Deschamps de Pas: ‘Inventaire’, 86)

96 Fol. 32v: Item pour avoir refait les cuirs qui portent les helles des enffans de coeur au jour de
nowel quant ils chantent le re[spond] a matines viii s

97 Fabri’s executors’ account survives as II. G. 482. Deschamps de Pas (Les cérémonies’, 208)
notes that Fabri’s executors presented their request to the chapter for the fulfilment of these
terms on 12 October 1543. No explanation is given for the long delay following Fabri’s death in
1535; nor does Deschamps de Pas specify his source for this request, which does not appear
in the relevant volume of the chapter acts.

98 Edition in Karl Young, The Drama of the Medieval Church, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1933), vol. 2, 482–3, after Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 209–10. Young also reprints,
drawing on Deschamps de Pas, a list of accoutrements that were used in the performance and
that are itemised in the earliest surviving complete inventory of the church’s ornaments and
reliquaries of 1557. A number of these, originally stored in a leather coffer, are described as
having been ‘armoiez des armes dudit Sr Fabri’. The church inventory survives in the archives as
MS II. G. 2787. See the complete edition published by Deschamps de Pas, ‘Inventaire’, 78–98.
On the Aurea missa more generally see Young, The Drama, vol. 2, 246, and Anne Walters
Robertson, ‘Remembering the Annunciation in Medieval Polyphony’, Speculum 70 (1995),
284–6. See also the discussion of the Aurea Missa and its performance in various churches of
Bruges in Reinhard Strohm, Music in Medieval Bruges (2nd, rev. ed., Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1990), 46, 52–3 and 158.
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foundation by Fabri, with whom we shall become better acquainted in the
next chapter, comes rather late in the history of this popular Mass-cum-
drama: Karl Young notes its existence in nearby Tournai already in 1231.
Deschamps de Pas points out the close resemblance of the St Omer drama
to what would appear to be its direct precursor in Tournai, right down to
the presence of a ‘dove’ bathed in light which, at the moment the ‘Virgin’
utters her ‘Behold the handmaid of the Lord’ (‘Ecce ancilla Domini’),
descends to the oratory surrounding the figure of the Virgin. While
mention of this symbol of the descending Holy Spirit is lacking in Fabri’s
stipulations, its appearance in the church inventory of 1557 strongly
suggests its involvement also in the enactments at St Omer.99 As in other
manifestations of the tradition, and surely in pointed reminiscence of
Fabri’s own childhood experience in the church, two boys, singing from
opposite sides of the altar, are specified in the roles of the archangel Gabriel
(‘dressed as an angel as one does on the day of the Resurrection’; ‘acoustré
en angele comme on faict le jour de la resurrection’) and the Virgin
(‘dressed as a maiden’; ‘accoustré [sic] comme une pucelle’). The pertinent
section of the inventory lists further accoutrements aimed at enhancing
verisimilitude. Its first entry reveals that, like its probable model in
Tournai, the St Omer drama positioned its protagonists beneath two
tabernacles on opposing sides of the altar, in this case each adorned with
Fabri’s arms.100 Costumes added further to the scene’s visual eloquence:

Two short sleeves ending in a double point and worked also with gold thread that
are the accessories for the Virgin Mary.
An outfit made of hair, a gilded wooden crown with a little cross at the front, a

sceptre of the same kind, for the angel.101

Fabri’s foundation specifies the passage of the drama as follows:

As far as the mystery of the Mass directly after matins is concerned, it will be done,
if it pleases my lords, in the following manner:
First, the introit of the Mass, that is to say Rorate. Gloria in excelsis Deo. The

epistle at the large candelabra in the choir; the gradual by two vicars; and the

99 Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 209–10. See also the listing in Deschamps de Pas,
‘Inventaire’, 96: ‘Ung colomb de bois revestu de damas blancq’.

100 Huict pendans de cortines et deux voies de toille blanche servans aux deux tabernacles, armoiez
des armes dudit Sr Fabri; Huict coupettes de bois doré pour mettre aux pilliers des deux
tabernacles (Deschamps de Pas, ‘Inventaire’, 96; Young, The Drama, vol. 2, 483).

101 Deux mancherons frinchez et ouvrez aussy de fil d’or qui sont les accoustrementz de la Vierge
Marie. Ung trousseau de cheveulx, une couronne de bois doré avec une petite croix par devant,
ung sceptre de mesme pour l’ange. (Ibid.)
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Alleluia, Angelus Domini [gospel] shall be sung by three canons before the eagle
[from which the gospel is always read]. The prosa Hec clara die, with Ave Maria
repeating, at the sound of the organ.102

For the organist for playing the organ, 11s.; for his assistant 12d.
As far as the gospel of the Mass is concerned, the deacon assisting at the said

Mass will commence the gospel Missus est as is sung daily, that is before the
candelabrum in the choir where one sings the gospel, up to the point of the angelic
salutation Ave gratia. At that point a little choirboy vested in an alb and dressed as
an angel as one does on the day of the resurrection, instructed by the master of
song to do this, is to sing with fine tone and at the same time in a natural manner
(?) all that follows in the said gospel by the said angel, and this at the left-hand side
of the high altar and below. Likewise also to the right side, one of the said children
representing the Virgin Mary, dressed as a maiden, as virtuously as can be done,
instructed as said above, will sing thoroughly devoutly as the gospel requires.
After the gospel, the Credo. The remainder in accordance with the day.103

Embedded in the standard progress of Mass for the day after matins, the
dramatic proceedings commenced in the gospel reading at the point of the
angelic salutation ‘Ave gratia’. With these words the boy to the left of
the altar took up the story in the voice of the archangel Gabriel, his
counterpart to the right articulating Mary’s compliant rejoinder. The two
boy actors playing the angel and Virgin were (respectively) instructed by
the master ‘to sing with fine tone and in a natural manner[?]’ (‘chanter a

102 John Harper points out to me that the line ‘Ave Maria gratia dei plena per secula’ is sung
threefold during this item on the Feast of the Purification; a similar practice is clearly indicated
here, albeit in this instance performed on the organ.

103 Quant au faict du mystere de la messe justaument après matines se fera, si plaist a MM.
[messeigneurs] en la manière que sensieult.

Primes. Lintroite de la messe assr Rorate. Gloria in excelsis Deo. Lepistre au grand candelabre
du coeur; le gradual par deux vicaires, et le Alleluia, Angelus Domini par trois chanoines, se
chanteront au coeur devant laigle. Prosa Hec clara dies, repetendo Ave Maria, au son des
orgues.

A lorganiste pour jouer des orgues 11s; a son assistant xiid.
Quant au faict de lévangille de la messe, le dyacre assistant de la dicte messe commencera

lévangille Missus est en la manière que lon chante journelement estant devant le chandelabre
ou on chante les evangilles au coeur, jusques au point de la salutation angelique Ave gratia.
Lors ung petit enffant de coeur revestu dune aulbe, acoustré en angele comme on faict le jour
de la resurrection, instruict du maistre de chant a ce faire et chanter a bon ton et a loisir
parellement a tout ce que sensuit en ladite evangille par ledict angele, et ce au costé senestre du
grand autel en bas. Pareillement aussi au costé dextre, ung desdictz enffans representant la
vierge Marie, estant accoustré comme une pucelle, le plus honestement que faire se porra,
instruict comme dessus est dict chantera bien dévotement comme levangille requiert.

Après levangille, Credo. Le reste selon le jour. (See Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’,
209–10 and Young, The Drama, vol. 2, 482–3.)
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bon ton et a loisir’) and ‘with proper devotion’ (‘bien dévotement’), and
were required, in a poignant turn of the wheel, to ‘pray to God for the soul
of the said founder’ (‘prier Dieu pour lame dudict fondateur’), their
eminent choirboy predecessor.104 Following the end of the gospel, the Mass
proceeded according to the standard liturgy of the day.

The widespread currency of stipulations for boys to sing from high
places was surely also motivated by desire to draw on their metaphorical
status as angels, as when, in the Use of Salisbury, the boys, clad in white, on
Christmas Day sang the words of the angels to the shepherds in the first
verse of the first responsory from the triforium above the high altar.105 In
further angelic personifications, at St Omer the gospel ‘Angelus Domini
apparuit’ on the Feast of Holy Innocents was instructed to be read by the
deacon ‘or by a boy if preferred’ (‘vel si placet a puero’), while the respon-
sory ‘Angeli eorum, Allelluia, Alleluia’ was to be sung by two boys.106 On
the return procession in Saint-Omer to the collégiale on Palm Sunday the
boys, heading the procession, were to climb to the top of the town gate,
which was closed to those following them, to sing ‘at the top of their voices’
the hymn Gloria laus, with the choir replying in normal vocal delivery
following each verse. On inclement days, which resulted in the procession
being confined to the town, other lofty settings served the same purpose: on
rainy days the boys sang the hymn instead from the house above the gate of
the canons, while weather severe enough to keep the observance within the
limits of the church saw them positioned on the ‘old tower or granary’
above the cloister.107

A further instance of boys assuming female roles occurred on the Feast
of All Saints (1 November). On this one day, in contrast to the usual
hierarchy on feasts of nine lessons according to which a boy, representing
the lowest rank, would perform the first antiphon, lesson and responsory,
boys were instead assigned the eighth grouping. The reason for this reversal
can be found in the procession of saintly cohorts addressed in the

104 See Young, ibid.
105 Sarum Customary Online (www.sarumcustomary.org.uk/), accessed 21 June, 2019; see The

New Customary, from Oxford Corpus Christi College, MS 44 in Frere’s Order, 30.
106 Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 145–6.
107 See the description in Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 111–12; original texts on 158–9.

The first (good weather) stipulation reads: ‘ the gate of the town is shut against the procession.
Then the boys who are above the said gate sing at the top of their voices [in volume and/or
pitch] Gloria laus with its verses and after each verse the choir takes up, in a moderate voice [in
volume and/or pitch], Gloria laus.’ (‘portam ville . . . clauditur contra processionem. Tunc
pueri qui sunt supra predictam portam cantant quanto altius possunt “Gloria laus” cum suis
versibus et post quemlibet versum, resumit chorus mediocri voce “Gloria laus”.’)
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successive matins lessons, with the eighth, in honour of virgins, finding its
appropriate expression by boys with unbroken voices. While the lesson was
intoned by a single boy, the antiphon and responsory were sung by his five
confrères representing the five wise virgins, attired as girls and carrying
lighted lamps.108 That this particular case of role-playing may not always
have elicited the most serious response from lively young boys is suggested
by the note in the ordinal to the effect that ‘if one [of them], Heaven
forfend, should wittingly break one, as sometimes happens, he will be
summarily reprimanded by the cantor or the master of the boys and
removed from the choir’.109

Details scattered across the accounts provide evidence of sundry other
assignments to the boys of one kind or another. While some of these, like
that on All Saints’ Day, were of wide currency, others expanded on more
local venerations and traditions. Very much in the latter category was the
celebration on 8 June of the translation of St Omer, or ‘Saint Omer en
fleurs’. The feast marks the translation back to the church by St Folquin,
Bishop of Thérouanne, of the patron’s relics, stolen – so the story goes – in
843 by Hugues, Abbot of both St Bertin and St Quentin. Reaching no
further than the nearby village of Lisbourg and finding the relics – in true
saintly fashion – to be immovable, the thieves had hidden them under
a pile of manure, where their presence was miraculously revealed to
St Folquin and his followers by a spread of flowers.110

The response to this was clearly some kind of annual representation of
the saint lying in his tomb. Perhaps, as Deschamps de Pas surmises, this
entailed a mannequin with sculpted and painted head and hands, covered
with a painted fabric; alternatively, though, the records he cites from the
fabric accounts might refer to an actual depiction in flowers. While the

108 The same pattern obtained generally, as for example in the Use of Salisbury, in which a single
boy was likewise to read the eighth lesson, with five boys singing the corresponding responsory
(see The Sarum Customary online (www.sarumcustomary.org.uk/).

109 The meaning of the first part of this instruction is worth emphasising in English: ‘And note
that the eighth antiphon at nocturns, the eighth lesson and eighth responsory are sung by the
schoolboys whose voices have not broken, and while the eighth responsory is sung, they should
appear as girls and hold lighted lamps.’ (‘Et nota quod octava A, ad nocturnos, octava lectio et
octavum R:, dicuntur a scolaribus qui non mutaverunt vocem, et dum cantant viii R:, parentur
ad modum puellarum et teneant lampades accensas et si quod absit quis quam scienter fregerit
sicut aliquando contigit, a domino cantore vel magistro statim corrigatur et a choro
expellatur.’) See Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 142 (discussion) and 203 (transcription).
Deschamps de Pas quotes a payment from the fabric account of 1529/30 (an account now
apparently lost) for the repair of precisely these lamps: ‘Pour avoir reffait les lampes que les
enffans portent au respons des vierges le jour de Toussaint iii s.’

110 See Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 136–8.
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payment (from 1386/7) ‘pro pictura capitis et manuum Beati Audomari
jacentis in floribus’ might indeed be read as ‘for a painting of the head and
hands of St Omer lying in flowers’, it might also refer to ‘a depiction in
flowers of the head and hands of a recumbent St Omer’. Similarly the 1452/3
payment to ‘David [(de) Sautil/Saulty/Sauti] the painter for having repainted
the sheet on which one makes Saint Aumer in flowers’, the 1467/8 payment
‘to Pierre Pol for the fabric and for the painting of the template on which to
make the St Omer in flowers’, and the 1510/11 commission ‘to Salmon
Basin, painter, for having painted a new cloth to make the St Omer in
flowers’ could simply refer to a pattern over which depictive flowers were
to be arranged. More directly suggestive is the payment, assigned to 1477/8,
‘for six women for three days who were picking the flowers to make the
image of our Lord St Aumer’.111

Whatever their eventual configuration, collecting of flowers for this
joyful day in the calendar was clearly a task also of the boys, as is evident
from the payment in the fabric account for 1456/7 for a ‘banner’ that they
were to carry ‘when they go to gather the flowers for Monsieur Saint
Aumer’.112 A further payment on the same page to ‘Madame Vars for hats
of roses for the day of Monsieur Saint Aumer en fleurs’ reveals in this
instance both the nature of the flowers being picked and their purpose in
being fashioned into headgear.113 Clearly the tradition was a long and
continuous one, as revealed by a payment from 1504/5 for making
‘a new banner for the boys to go to the flowers’.114

Collecting of flowers and foliage was a feature of various feasts throughout
the church year, and was clearly a characteristic duty of the boys. It emerges
again in the following record of the 1456/7 account, but this time, ironically,

111 A David [not ‘Daine’ as in Deschamps de Pas] le paintre pour avoir repaint le drap sur lequel
on fait Saint Aumer en fleure xiis [1452/3, f. 16v]; A Pierre Pol pour le toile et pour le paincture
du patron fait pour sur ce faire le Saint Aumer en fleurs xxs’ [1467/8, f. 31v]; A Salmon Basin
paintre pour avoir paint ung nouveau drap pour faire le Sainct Aumer en fleurs xxiiiis [1510/11,
f. 25r]; Pour trois journées de six femmes qui furent coeuller les fleurs pour faire lymaige monsr

Saint Aumer à vis pour jour sont xviiis. All the above are quoted in Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les
cérémonies’, 137–8. It would appear that the last of these records is assigned to the wrong year:
I have not been able to trace it, though the following closely analogous record appears on f. 29r
of the same year’s account: ‘A vi femmes qui allerent coeullier les fleurs pour faire lymaige
St Aumer ou ils vacuerent iiii jours xxiiiis.’

112 1456/7: f. 13v: a Colart Beliquet pour avoir fait deux banieres est assavoir lune que les enfans
portent quant ils vont cuellier les fleurs pour Monseigneur Saint Aumer

113 Item a la dame Vars pour six chapeaux de roses pour le jour Monseigneur Saint Aumer en
fleurs xiiii s

114 1504/5, f. 34v: Item pour avoir fait faire une nouvelle baniere pour les enffans aller aux fleurs
pour toille bougran et faicon xiii s
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to the effect that they had failed to fulfil their assigned task. We learn that on
the night of Pentecost (which in 1457 fell on 5 June) a visit by boat was paid
to the (now ruined) abbey of Clairmarais in the marshland to the north-east
of the city to collect holly and beech, the abbot having reported that ‘he is not
content that the children of the school had been there, as they have custom-
arily been’.115 The tradition on Pentecost was to hang such branches from the
vaults of the choir amid painted depictions of clouds as part of a representa-
tion of the mystery of the descent of the Holy Spirit to the Apostles.116

It seems likely that the country air of Clairmarais filled the boys’ lungs at
regular points through the year, or at any rate whenever there was foraging
to be done. Another regular such fixture was Palm Sunday, for which the
forest provided the required ‘palms’, as we learn, for example, from the
fabric account for 1498/9:

Item, for the palms that one goes to fetch from Clairmarais as is the custom, to
bless on Palm Sunday, 8s.117

In a similar vein, the accounts provide annually for apples and pears for the
Feast of St James, likely following the widespread custom of blessing this crop
on St James’s Day.118 At any rate this was one ofmany occasions for amiracle
play in the town, aswe learn froman entry in the chapter acts for 27 July 1497,
clearly pertaining to the saint’s feast two days previously. Several burghers
had requested that the chapter might permit boys to perform interludes with
other singers in intervals of the play, but received short shrift:

Several burghers, wanting to perform a certain miracle of Saint James with
characters, requested that during the interval, for the interlude, the lords might
permit choirboys with several singers to sing the said interlude. The lords,

115 Item pour avoir ale le nuit de le penthecouste querir du may a Clermares [Clairmarais] pour
cause que monsieur labbe navoit point este contens que les enfans de lescole y alassent /
comme ils avoient a coustume / et depuis manda que se on en envoioit querir que leur en fust
delivre pour quoy fu paie pour le batel iii s (1456/7, f. 13v)

116 Albert Legrand, ‘Réjouissances des écoliers de Notre-Dame de St-Omer, le jour de St-Nicolas,
leur glorieux patron (6 décembre 1417)’,Mémoires de la Société des antiquaires de la Morinie 7
(1844–6), 188–9. The tradition is affirmed in Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 128, in the
form of a payment quoted from the 1395 fabric account ‘pro cordis quibus rami cum nebulis
appensi fuerunt in vigilia pentecostes’. (This account has been lost since Deschamps de Pas
published his study.) The role of branches is further corroborated by his quotation of the
related payment of 1483 ‘pour herbe estramee au coeur es festes de Penthecouste en may quant
les seigneurs et dames revenoyent de convoyer la dophine’ (ibid.).

117 Item pour les palmes que lon est alle querir a Clermares ainssy quil est a coustume pour benir
in dominica palmarum viii s (1498/9, f. 33r)

118 Item pour pommes et poyres le jour Sainct Jacques viii s (1498/9, f. 33r). The blessing at least of
apples on St James’s Day (25 July) is of long and widespread currency.
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considering that, as in many other places they do this with some instrument or
other, so they can do it in the same way, without them.119

The likely implication of instrumental involvement is that this performance
was enacted outdoors, a situation that was avowedly the case in the
following instance, a mystery held outside the chapelle sur le marchiet
following the return of a procession with holy relics:

To Jehan de Le Steghele for having made several tables to place the torches around
the said holy body at the return of the said procession, as also for having made a
machine for a mystery performed on the said day before the chapelle sur le
marchiet, as appears in the bill, 18s.120

Al fresco representations of various kinds must have been a familiar feature
in the boys’ lives. Outdoor miracle plays were a commonplace, including
the ‘Miroir de l’homme’, and the mystery of the ‘Trois mors et trois vifs’,
mounted, as in the above case, on the old marketplace before the great
mass of the populace, clerical and lay, rich and poor.121 And whatever the
outcome of the above request for their involvement in the representation of
the miracle of St James, it is hard to imagine that they were not from time
to time co-opted into such ‘interludes’, and indeed into the bodies of the
plays themselves, in which singing and angels, often coincidentally, were
such a ubiquitous feature.122 One obvious focus for such performance
was their patron, St Nicholas.123 Legrand discusses the mounting of
a St Nicholas play in 1416 before Jehan Sacquespée, receiver general
of the duke of Burgundy and mayor of Arras and involving dramatic
roles for ‘lawyers and other notables from the town of Thérouanne’, plus
experienced actors from the suburb of the Haut-Pont.124

119 . . . aliqui burgenses volentes per personas demonstrare aliqua miracula de Sancto Jacobo
supplicarunt ut durante intervallo pro sylete domini vellent permittere pueros chorales cum
aliquibus cantoribus pro cantando dictum sylete. Domini considerantes quod ut in pluribus
faciunt aliis in locis de aliquo instrumento et sic faciant sine eisdem[.] (II. G. 355, f. 127v)

120 A Jehan de Le Steghele tant pour avoir fait pluiseurs banques pour mettre les torsses entour
lesdits corps sains au retour de ladite procession comme pour avoir fait ung engien servant a
une mistere juee audit jour devant le capelle sur le marchie comme appert par cedule xviii s
(1464/5, f. 17v)

121 For details of the mounting of mystery plays and their documentation (beginning in 1403) see
Legrand, ‘Réjouissances’, 169–71, 197–201.

122 Le Théâtre français au moyen âge, passim.
123 See the details in Legrand, ‘Réjouissances’, 169–71; discussed also in Max Harris, Sacred Folly:

A New History of the Feast of Fools (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2011), 202. See also
Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 133.

124 ‘Ceux de la loi et autres notables de la ville de Terrouanne, s’étaient déjà offerts . . . de venir . . .
représenter, en cette ville, avec leur prince des peu profitants, tel mystère qu’il conviendrait à
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It could well be that the spirituality inherent in these productions, not to
mention the income from building their sets, was sufficient to have encour-
aged Rasse de Holst (‘Houls’/‘Hoest’), the ‘maistre carpentier et maistre des
engiens de le ville’ who was charged in 1417/18 with erecting the stage for
the mystery of the ‘Trois mors et trois vifs’, to found Masses for his
posthumous soul. Indeed Rasse is one of the few deceased with foundations
entered in the chapter acts who was not a cleric.125

In a rather different kind of street theatre, we know for example that – as
elsewhere – on the three rogation days leading up to Ascension and on
Ascension Day itself the clergy, led by a bell-ringer, paraded annually
through the streets preceded by four banners and followed by the effigy
of a dragon, a stark reminder to earthly sinners of the Devil’s former
dominion over earth.126 Deadly serious in intent, this long-tailed, brightly
coloured figure must surely, nonetheless, have made a vivid impact on
impressionable young minds.127

nos Seigneurs. Dans leur offre de services, figurait le mystère de St-Nicolas . . . Il fut convenu
que l’on mettrait à leur disposition, Jehan Neudin, Willeaume Jaquemin et consors, artistes
dramatiques du faubourg du Haut-Pont, déjà en possession de représenter le mistère de l’Arbre
de Jessé, devant le Saint Sacrement, le jour de la procession solennelle de la Fête-Dieu’ (Legrand,
‘Réjouissances’, 170–1; italics as in source). While Legrand is nothing if not opaque, it seems
clear from his description and references that the year in question was 1416, not 1417 as stated
by Harris (Sacred Folly, 202).

125 1459/60, 2r: ‘De Jacque [sic] Le Clerc sur ung manoir gisant a Combronne les Esque contenans
iii quartiers et demi de terre gisant daval a le terre de le Holande ou chief Jehan de Le Wige
chaqun an au terme de Noel vii s parisis / dont en appartient a le cappelle St Estenne fondee en
leglise de St Aumer pour ii messes lan que a fonde Maistre Rasse de Houls carpentier iiii s
parisis / Reste iii sc parisis qui valent iii s iiii d ob.’ Clearly funds were sufficient to maintain this
devotion for a long period: the same foundation, ‘fondee par Rasse de Hoest jadis carpentier’,
appears for example in 1497/8, f. 3v.

126 ‘. . . feruntur IIII vexilla et draco a laicis quos ad hoc conducet pulsator campanarum . . .’ See
Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 183 (from the St Omer ordinal MS Bibliothèque de
l’Agglomération de Saint-Omer MS 909). See the discussion in Anne Walters Robertson, ‘The
Savior, the Woman, and the Head of the Dragon in the Caput Masses and Motet’, Journal of
the American Musicological Society 59 (2006), 574–80. See also the brief discussion in
Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 126. Clearly the dragon received another outing on the
procession to mark the Feast of the Ascension, when ‘. . . feruntur vexilla ante processionem et
draco post . . .’ (Ibid., 184).

127 See the following entries in fabric accounts: 1388/89 (rotulus): ‘Item pro reparacione
vexillarum que consueverunt portari in rogatione v s. vi d.’; 1516/17, f. 26v: ‘Item deux bastons
pour les bannieres des processions en rogations ii sc vi d et pour vi boytes mises ausdits batons
et banieres xviii d et pour paindre lesdits bastons et boytes ii sc sont vi sc’. Deschamps de Pas
gives the following record, which appears to have been lost: ?1389: ‘Pro ferro posito in
summitate baculi quo portatur draco vi d’; and that for 1407/8, which survives: ‘Pour .I. baston
a porter le dragon as processions etc. ix d’ (‘Les cérémonies’, 126).
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Certainly not everything about the choirboys’ lives was concentrated
seriousness and heavenly innocence. Records suggest that some care was
expended on their comfort: for example, a document recounts how – at a
meeting on 4 May 1474 – the chapter ordered that a garden formerly used
by a mason be given over to the boys, and that a door be provided for their
access.128 And information, gleaned from the fabric account for 1446/7,
concerning some windows they had recently broken reveals that not all
their waking hours were devoted to the pursuits of study, liturgy, singing
and worship.129

As with maîtrises everywhere, the high point of the boys’ year was surely
that marked by the election by his confrères, on the vigil of St Nicholas
(5 December), patron saint of choirboys, of a ‘boy bishop’, or ‘bishop of
innocents’. In this reversal of the usual hierarchy the new ‘bishop’ would
announce to the chapter that on the following evening, the night of
St Nicholas, patron saint of children, there would be a banquet followed
by disguisings, games and the performance of a mystery play in the saint’s
honour.130 He would ask for the agreement of the chapter, which would
provide funds and wine for the meal. Whatever the potential for horseplay
surrounding the festival as a whole, the ‘liturgy’ enacted on the Feast of
Innocents seems to have been underpinned by a serious purpose: Max
Harris characterises actions of the boy bishop and his underlings for the
day as an entirely sanctioned replica of standard ritual, and indeed a
practice for future clerical service.131 Such high jinks as occurred do not,
at least typically, seem to have encroached on the interior of the collégiale
itelf. Certainly this observation is supported, as Deschamps de Pas notes, by
the partially surviving thirteenth-century St Omer ordinal, though, as we
shall see, by the fifteenth century behaviour seems to have sunk far below
the exemplary.132

See also the account for 1424/5, f. 6v: ‘Item a Colin le paintre pour avoir repaint le dragon
viii s’; ‘Item au fil [sic] Ph[ilipp]e de Fernacles pour avoir fait le queuue dudit dragon et pour
lestoffe xvi s’.

128 II. G. 354, f. 177v: Messeigneurs . . . ont ordonne que le gardinet de le carpenterie que soloit
obtenir le machon Deloyle soit attribue a le maison des enffans de coeur et que on fache au mur
de le maison desdits enffans ung huis pour entrer audit gardin[.]

129 Fol. 10r: Item paiet a Jehan Lapenser pour avoir revisite les verrieres desrannement
[= dernièrement] brisies par les enfans de ceur comme appert par cedule xxii s

130 See Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 133. It is tempting to surmise as to whether the
‘teraches dessus le cappelle St Nicolay’ on which masonry work was carried out in 1475/6
(f. 25v) had something to do with liturgical drama, a speculation that may be supported by the
fact that the very next work detailed was on ‘le cuisine des enfans de coeur’.

131 Sacred Folly, 145. 132 ‘Les cérémonies’, 105–6.
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It would appear that at St Omer the lower (and hence younger) ranks of
clerics elected their own ‘bishop of fools’ on the same day: on 5 December
1431, ‘Seraphin Cotinet, vicar of the church of St Omer and succentor, for
this year bishop of fools’, successfully canvassed the chapter for 24s. and a
jug of wine per head towards the episcopal meal on St Nicholas’ Night, and
agreement that anyone from the chapter who chose to attend (they were
free to do so or to abstain) should present something to the bishop, as for
example a further jug (or several) of wine ‘as is the convention’.133 This
coincidence of the election of the bishops of innocents and fools was clearly
not unique to St Omer, and in some churches the two functions were
combined: Harris notes that at the cathedral of St Stephen, Toul, ‘“All the
boys and the subdeacons celebrating the holiday [subdiaconi feriati], who
are reckoned in the number of innocents,” elected one of the boys as
“bishop”.’134 The fact that, as Harris observes, ‘children’ and ‘innocents’
referred at the time to both boys and unmarried young men likely explains
more generally how, although in general the bishop of fools was typically
drawn from the ranks of subdeacons,135 his seat could also be occupied by a
choirboy. The latter is clearly attested by the instructions, in the thirteenth-
century ordinal, for the Feast of the Circumcision and subsequent days up

133 Die quinta mensis decembris, anno proxime dicto, Seraphin Cotinet vicarius ecclesie Sancti
Audomari et succentor pro hoc anno episcopus fatuorum, comparuit in capitulo ipsius ecclesie
asserendo quod erat nox Beati Nicolay, in qua nocte interdum solitum est fieri gaude in cena ob
reverentiam ipsius sancti, et quesivit ab ipsis dominis utrum placeret eis utrum gaude fieri et
interesse, tandem deliberatione habita super et causa ipsos ad hoc movente, pro hac vice
deliberaverunt non interesse capitulariter; si qui vellet interesse hoc facere possit solvens ut
moris aliquam curialitatem, ut puta canam vini vel prout eis placet, nichilhominus [sic] ipsi
domini decanus et capitulum ad subventionem expensarum fiendarum in ipsa cena, generose
dederunt dicto Seraphin episcopo, pro se et suis, sommam xxiiii solidorum currentium, eidem
dicendo quod ab officiariis et bursariis ipsius ecclesie exigeret, videlicet a quolibet eorum
canam vini, ut moris est. (Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 134; the same account is
summarised in French in Legrand, ‘Réjouissances’, 189–90.) While it was allegedly taken from
the chapter acts, in fact the source for this record remains a mystery: the relevant volume
(II. G. 351) contains only records for the September general chapter meetings in 1431 and
1432, with nothing in between. While loss of folios would be a plausible explanation, the
surviving folios are numbered consecutively in a contemporary hand.

134 Harris, Sacred Folly, 246, quoting Marcel Jerôme Rigollot, Monnaies inconnues des évêques des
innocens, des fous, et de quelques autres associations singulières du même temps (Paris: Merlin,
1837), 42. The celebrations of Innocents and Fools were combined into a single feast also at
Besançon (see Sacred Folly, 227).

135 This tradition was a long one: Fassler quotes Beleth, who in the 1160s referred to ‘The feast of
the subdeacons, which we call of fools’ (Margot Fassler, ‘The Feast of Fools and Danielis ludus:
A Popular Tradition in a Medieval Cathedral Play’, in Thomas Forrest Kelly (ed.), Plainsong in
the Age of Polyphony (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 74. On this see also
Harris, Sacred Folly, 66).
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to Epiphany where, as Deschamps de Pas points out, ‘bishop of fools’ and
‘bishop of boys’ (‘episcopus puerorum’) are used interchangeably.136 Con-
versely, as Oscar Bled notes, the ‘bishop of innocents’ could apparently be a
junior cleric. He alludes in this connection to a record, quoted by
Deschamps de Pas, concerning provision of bread and wine for a meal ‘if
a choirboy who has become holder of a benefice is made bishop of
innocents or bishop of fools, or celebrates his first Mass’.137 The perceived
connection between the two roles and the ranks of their occupants is surely
also related to the expected progression, to be discussed in Chapter 2, of
choirboy to lower orders and priesthood.

It is clear, though, that the ‘bishop of innocents’ and ‘bishop of fools’ at
St Omer were, as more generally, distinct entities. Bled, who asserts this
directly, cites in corroboration the parallel appointment in Christmas week
of a ‘bishop of deacons’, on St Stephen’s Day (26 December), and a ‘bishop
of priests’, on St John’s Day (27 December).138 By the fifteenth century at
least, the chapter had recognised that the boys and junior clerics were not
the only groups that needed to let off steam. Fassler notes the general
prudence of this system of role reversal, whereby ‘a tightly organized and
carefully governed community won the psychological release that allowed
the rest of the year to turn smoothly’.139 The record, in 1494/5, of a dinner
at St Omer for the ‘bishop of the priests’ gives a glimpse of the annual
licence given to this particular subordinate group to taste the good life
more normally reserved for its ecclesiastical superiors.140 An entry in the
chapter acts for 1 December 1495 again differentiates between the ‘bishop

136 ‘Les cérémonies’, 106. See also the discussion of the Feast of St Nicholas, 133.
137 ‘. . . si un enfant de choeur devenu bénéficier est fait évêque des Innocents ou évêque des fous,

ou fait sa première messe, et qu’il veuille donner un repas dans l’enclos, on lui donnera six
bouteilles de vin et une demi-rasière de blé’ (‘Les cérémonies’, 104). Deschamps de Pas ascribes
this quotation to a chapter act of 17 April 1433, which, like the one noted in footnote 133, is
absent from the relevant volume as it survives.

138 Bled, ‘La fête des innocents dans l’église de Saint-Omer’, Bulletin de la Société des antiquaires de
la Morinie 8 (1887–91), 59, 62. Deschamps de Pas likewise, if less emphatically, surmises the
existence of bishops both of fools and innocents (‘Les cérémonies’, 103–4). For a general
consideration of the revels of deacons, priests and their more junior confrères see Fassler, ‘Feast
of Fools’, 68–80. For similar goings-on elsewhere see Wright, Music and Ceremony, 237–43
and Reinhard Strohm, Music in Late Medieval Bruges (2nd, rev. ed., Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1990), 33–4.

139 ‘Feast of Fools’, 70. Harris notes also the theological significance of the inversion of power,
summed up in the words of the Magnificat, whereby God ‘has put down the mighty from their
seat and exalted the humble’ (Sacred Folly, 49, 284).

140 1494/5, 31v: Prime pour ung disner a cause de le custodie fait en la maison dudit receveur pour
ce que ledit custodie estoit en son tour destre evesque des prebtres et le fist le grant custre en
son lieu auquel disner furent aucuns de messeigneurs et xii vicaires parmy les visiteurs et petit
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of boys’ and ‘bishop of fools’, noting that ‘the lords ordered 24 s. etc. to be
given to the bishop of the boys in charity, and that it should be done and
given to the bishop of fools according to ancient and approved custom as is
customary also for other bishops’. In this case, the plural form of the latter
presumably alludes not just to the ‘bishop’ of innocents but to his fellow
bishops of deacons and priests.141

Individual vicars and even canons were at liberty to – and frequently
did – attend the meal of the bishop of fools, provided they offered its host a
gift, commonly a jug (or more) of wine. More funds would be donated by
individual chapels of the mother church,142 and the mayor and burghers of
the town would contribute to the revels held on the vigil and Feast of Holy
Innocents (28 December). On this occasion the bishop of innocents,
bedecked in pontifical robes, would ‘officiate’ at Mass, where he would be
waited on by his fellow choirboys, carrying candles and dressed as angels.
He would bless his ‘flock’ from the bishop’s chair, and the boys would
perform their own special offices, singing from the upper choir stalls
normally assigned to the canons.143

A few apparent performance details have survived in the thirteenth-
century ordinal. One of these concerns the epistle for Holy Innocents, ‘Vidi
supra montem Syon’, which, ‘if preferred, should be sung cum sua farsina
[“with its ‘farse’, or ‘trope”] by two or four boys’.144 Deschamps de Pas’s

coustre / ou fu despendu tant en vyande vin cervoise comme aultres despens en tout la somme
de v libs i s

141 ‘. . . domini ordinaverunt episcopo puerorum dari in elemosina xxiiii s etc. et episcopo
fatuorum secundum antiquam et approbatam consuetudinem ut ceterisque episcopis solitum
est fieri et dari’ (II. G. 355, f. 114v). A record for the following 16 December likewise notes that
‘The lords ordered a moderate gift to the bishop of the innocents to support him in his duties,
and likewise to the bishop of fools.’ (‘. . . domini ordinaverunt episcopo innocentium per
supportandum oneribus medium donum et similiter episcopo fatuorum’) (II. G. 355, f. 122v).
Notwithstanding some apparent conflation of the two roles, it would seem therefore that
Harris is mistaken in assuming, from two similarly separate payments to the ‘évesque des
ygnocens’ and ‘évesque des sos’ from 1417 cited by Legrand (’Réjouissances’, 191) that the
scribe concerned was guilty of ‘confusion of the clerical feast and the secular celebrations’
(Sacred Folly, 202).

142 Legrand (Réjouissances’, 190) cites examples from 1399 and 1407.
143 For commentary on this ceremony based on the records of various churches see Becker, ‘The

Maîtrise’, 149–50. For the festivities at Notre-Dame of Paris and St Donatian, Bruges, see
respectively Wright, Music and Ceremony, 191–2 and Strohm, Bruges, 33–4. A special medal
struck for a boy bishop possibly named (doubtless with humorous intent, the surname being a
slang term for ‘penis’) ‘Etienne Vit’, discovered in Belgium though of uncertain origin, is
described in Louis Deschamps de Pas, ‘Un plomb des évêques des innocents’, Bulletin
trimestriel de la Société des antiquaires de la Morinie (1852–6), 129–30.

144 See Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 105; text on 145: ‘Epistola apocal: “vidi supra montem
syon”; vel si placet cantatur cum sua farsina a duobus pueris vel quatuor.’ Drawing on Du
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interpretation, from the rubric for the Feast of the Circumcision, that the
liturgy for the day should be performed by the lower ranks of the choir ‘as
was done for the Feast of Holy Innocents, except . . . as loud as possible,
raising their voices and even shouting’, may however be the result of a
misreading.145 Harris suggests that, far from indicating a burlesque deliv-
ery, the word ‘ullulando’, which gives rise to this interpretation, probably
has a far more serious connotation. Coming as it does from the ‘Vox in
Rama’ antiphon performed at the feasts both of Holy Innocents and the
Circumcision, it should more plausibly, he proposes, be read as a reference
to Rachel weeping for her children (Matthew 2:18). Read in this way, the
rubric would have been an admonition not to ‘shout’ or ‘howl’ but to
produce a heightened delivery in imitation of Rachel’s mourning.146

The period of inverted authority clearly extended through the Feast of
the Circumcision (1 January) and as far as Epiphany (5 January), where-
after its absence of reference in the ordinal clearly signals reversion to
business as usual.147 Town and church authorities agreed not to interfere
with the revels and masquerades of the bishop of fools who, in his turn, had
to promise, on pain of a fine, not to enter into churches with his rabble
while (genuine) holy offices were in progress.148 The repeated incidence of
such admonitions suggests, all the same, that they were not always

Cange, Deschamps de Pas (145) defines ‘farsina’ as a synonym or diminutive of ‘farsa’. Notably
the ‘farsing’ of this epistle echoes the similar insertion of amplifying additions to the epistle for
the Feast of the Circumcision, as documented for Paris, Sens and Beauvais (see Harris, Sacred
Folly, 90–1, 104, 107).

145 ‘La rubrique du commencement de cette fête fait connaître que les vicaires et les autres clercs
habitués du choeur, avec leur évêque, chanteront et officieront ce jour-là, comme il a été dit
pour la fête des SS. Innocents, excepté, est-il ajouté, que tout ce qui se fait le jour de la fête des
fous, doit être aussi fait complètement autant que possible, et même en criant, en élevant la
voix.’ ‘. . . vicarii ceterique clerici chorum frequentantes et eorum episcopus se habeant in
cantando et officiando sicut superius dictum est in festo sanctorum Innocentium, hoc tamen
excepto quod omnia que ista die fiunt officiando quando est festum fatuorum, pro posse fiunt
et etiam ullulando.’ (Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 106 (description) and 147
(transcription).)

146 Harris offers the following translation: ‘. . .the vicars and other clerics crowding the choir,
together with their [boy] bishop, occupy themselves in singing and observing the office just as
has been described above for the feast of the Holy Innocents – with the exception, however,
that everything from that day becomes what is designated for the office of the Feast of Fools –
as far as possible and even ullulando.’ Sacred Folly, 146–7. ‘Pro posse’, here given as ‘as far as
possible’, may perhaps better be translated as ‘to the best of one’s power or ability’ (see R. K.
Ashdowne, D. R. Howlett and R. E. Latham (eds.), Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British
Sources (Oxford: British Academy, 2018) s.v. posse. Online version: http://clt.brepolis.net/
dmlbs/Default.aspx).

147 Deschamps de Pas, ‘Les cérémonies’, 106–7.
148 Legrand, ‘Réjouissances’, 191, referring to a ruling of 1421.
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observed. Already in 1407 the provost, Pierre Trousseau, apparently for-
bade abuses surrounding the feast, following which, allegedly, no one dared
(at least for some time) assume the title of bishop or of any other dignitary
of the Feast of Fools.149 By 1438 the downward spiral seems to have
acquired some momentum, however: that year the bishop and his mob
were reminded of their obligation to restraint as instructed by the ordinal:

Also because in past times many offences and numerous scandals, breaches of the
peace and bad behaviour have occurred, occasioned by the Episcopus fatuorum and
his band, we decree and ordain that in future on the Feast of the Circumcision of
the Lord, the vicars and other members of the choir and their bishop should behave
themselves properly in singing and officiating as is described in full in the ordinal
of the church, and those doing otherwise should be punished by judgement of the
provost or his representative.150

No such unruliness impeded the annual celebration, however, until, in
1516, the Feast of Fools was finally suppressed by order of the then provost
François de Melun. In response, the amateur players of the ‘most illustrious
and pleasurable art of rhetoric’ asked that the forty sous traditionally
granted for the revels be converted into an annual prize for whoever could
perform the most beautiful morality play, a likely more edifying, if also
more sober, undertaking. The money was converted into a double cross
(the emblem from the arms of the city of Saint-Omer), to be awarded ‘for
this time only’.151

If the St Omer Feast of Fools did indeed become the victim of its own
hubris, however, a celebration – inside and outside the church – of the
Feast of Innocents persisted, according to François Quenson, until the
Revolution:

149 Bled, ‘La fête des innocents’, 62, quoting François Quenson, Notre-Dame de St-Omer (Douai:
Wagrez, 1830), 91, who in turn refers, as his source, to Charles-François Deneuville, Annales de
la ville de Saint-Omer, volume 3, 65.

150 ‘Item et quia retroactis temporibus multi defectus et pluria scandala deordinationes et mala,
occasione episcopi fatuorum et suorum, evenerunt, statuimus et ordinamus quod de cetero in
festo Circumcisionis Domini, vicarii, ceterique chorum frequentantes et eorum episcopus se
habeant honeste cantando et officiando sicut continetur plenius in ordinario ecclesie, et
contrarium facientes ad arbitrium prepositi seu ejus vicarii puniantur.’ Pièce 8, ‘Texte des
status de N.-D. renouvelés et réformés, arrêté en chapitre général le 11 décembre 1432’, in
M. Vallet de Viriville, ‘Essai’, XXXII. The same record, without citation or date, is cited by
Charles Du Cange, Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis, ‘episcopus fatuorum’ (vol. 3, 278).
See http://ducange.enc.sorbonne.fr/EPISCOPUS#EPISCOPUS-17. Harris, Sacred Folly, 201–2,
quotes it from Du Cange.

151 For these details see Legrand, ‘Réjouissances’, 189–92. By contrast Deschamps de Pas (‘Les
cérémonies’, 107) dates the suppression to 1515.
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Each year on 27 December young boys strolled through the town dressed in
various religious costumes, and at the church the sacristans or choirboys sat
solemnly in the place of the singers, and these latter, in an exchange of functions,
comically squeezed their bulky statures onto the sacristan’s bench, trying, with
their falsetto, to imitate children’s voices, while the latter, for their part, tried to
mimic the low voice, and the grimaces, of the cantor.152

Colourful and, penned within living memory of the Revolution, probably
hyperbolic, Quenson’s description probably merits circumspection, at
least as it pertains to activities in the chancel. Indeed an anonymous
mid-eighteenth-century letter quoted by Bled paints an altogether more
dignified picture of choirboys articulating their liturgy with the greatest
reverence and ritual and musical skill.153

Much will inevitably remain obscure; as should by now be clear, though,
the ample surviving accounts offer numerous and varied insights into the
lives of the boys and the financial and societal structures that sustained
them. Channelled, though they may be, through well-defined conventions,
they nonetheless offer glimpses of real lives lived under conditions that,
however fraught with misfortune, could nonetheless be socially and music-
ally propitious. Yet to be addressed, though, is the question of who –

socially – the church’s choirboys were and what – professionally – they
could become. These will be the topics of the next chapter.

152 ‘Chaque année . . . le 27 décembre, on promenait par la ville de jeunes enfants revêtus de divers
costumes religieux, et à l’église les coûtres ou enfants de choeur s’asseyaient gravement à la
place des chantres, et ceux-ci, en échange de fonctions, accroupissaient burlesquement leurs
épaisses et larges carrures sur le scabelle du petit coûtre, cherchant de leur fausset à imiter la
voix de l’enfant, et celui-ci, de son côté, à contrefaire la basse taille, et les grimaces du chantre.’
Notre-Dame de St-Omer, 91; quoted in Bled, ‘La fête des innocents’, 63.

153 Ibid., 64–6.
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